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CHAPTER I1

introduction

As the carriage paused near the mouth of emigration canyon

brigham young gazed over the salt lake valley for several minutes and then

spoke these immortal words it is enough this is the right place

drive on he lived to carve out of this wilderness a great empire an

empire which was to play a vital role in welding together the united

states of america herbert hoover said one of the finest communities
2

in the whole united states sprang from brigham youngs founding 1

sweet the historian wrote

the success with which brigham young molded the mormon
church into a magnificent social and economic institution and his
carrying on for a period of twenty years practically independent of
federal control constitute an exceptionally interesting phase of
the history of the united states 3

brigham young was not only a great colonizer he was also an

educator at his death the church continued to build on the educational

the utah pioneers celebration of the entrance of the pioneers
into great salt lake valley salt lake city deseret news printing and
publishing establishment 1880 p 23

2
addressadflressaadress of the 82nd annual commencement exercisesfriday

may 31 1957 mr cecil B demille brigham young university provo utah
publication june 15 1957 no 17 p 5

3
william warren sweet the story of religion in america

new york harper and brothers 1950 p 277

1

1912

exercises friday

zion

1

ithe

diteamold
Note
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foundation which he and others had laid concerning the educational

accomplishments of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints re-

ferred to by some asae the mormon church sweet also said

it conducts numerous church schools seminaries and latter day
saints institutes in connection with high schools and state institu-
tions there are few churches in the country which mold and influ-
ence the daily life of its membership more than does the mormon 1

concerning the role which the church plays in the life of its
members this thesis directs attention specifically to the seminary program

of the church

development of the seminary program

the seminary program did not come into existence overnight it
was many years in the rudimentary stage before it evolved into its present

organizatorganization

when the church members first arrived in the salt lake valley

they were isolated from the rest of the world they practiced in theory

only the new england system of separation of church and state not until

the influx of the non mormonscormons became numerous were laws passed which pro
2hibitedhabited the teaching of sectarian doctrines in the public schools with

the prohibition of teaching religion in the public schools the church de-

cided to support its own educational program as well as the state edu-

cational program in order to provide religious instruction for their

id p 384

3
M lynn bennionBenn mormonismlonion and education salt lake cityrciter

the department of education of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1939 PP 128129128 129

infIUlum 0

thepublic

iibidy

cat ional

organizat ionlon
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students however it was found that the dual system of education was too

expensive and the church decided to supplement the state educational

program with its own religious instruction rather than compete with the

state educational program

originally this idea of supplementing the state educational

program was met by improving their sunday schools and having the students

meet one day a week after school hours where religion classes were

taught by the regular teacher if he was a member of the church the

classes were conducted in the school building later the church adopted

a more complete system of religious education by initiating a seminary

program which has grown to its present proportion

the first seminary was opened in 1912 adjacent to the granite

high school in salt lake city it was begun on an experimental basis and

approximately 70 students attended from this small beginning the

program has grown to include 138 released time and nearly 630 non released

time seminaries with a total enrollment of over 50000 of the youth of
2

the church 1959

objectives of the department of education

what is the church attempting to do with this large number of its
young people in order to answer this it may be well to list the objec-

tives of the department of education these objectives are as follows

id p 135

2
manual of instructions for released time seminaries department

of education provo utah 1959 P 2

1

departmgntof educdeduc

1ibidy
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1I to help students acquire skills knowledge and
attitudes in secular and religious fields which will
enable them to earn a livelihood and fit them for a
worthy place in society

2 to help students acquire a knowledge of god and a
dynamic faith in his power and goodness

3 to develop in the life and experiences of students
enan appreciation and understanding of jesus as the
christ and to create in students a desire to follow
the gospel of jesus christ as a way of life and
salvation

4 to guide students in the development of a testimony
of the divinity of the work of joseph smith and to
a conviction that the restored gospel is being dis-
seminated throughout the world through the power and
authority of the priesthood of god

5 to help students develop the ability and disposition
to serve the church in its many functions and to
bring them to the experience of joy in service

6 to help students arrive at a sound interpretation of
life and the universe to develop the ability and
disposition to see gods purpose and plan in the uni-
verse to understand mans relation to it and to
assist in the formulation of a philosophy of life
built upon this interpretation

7 to foster in students a progressive and continuous
development of personality and character which is
harmonious within itself adjusted to society to
the physical environment and to god

8 to fire students withvith a desire to make the world a
better place in which to live and to instill in them
a love for all mankind

9 to develop a love for and an appreciationpreciation of the
standard works of the church

ibid ppap 898 9

tppreciationappreciation

4

fit

f irelre

for

seminated

Tp
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durpospurposepurpos of the study

if the objectives of the department of education are to be

achieved it is necessary to retain the students once they have en-

rolled in seminary this thesis reports the results of a study of

seminary dropoutsdrop inouts twelve of the seminaries in the state of utah

it will attempt to determine why some students who were members of the

church dropped seminary before completing the three classes required

for graduation the fact that the students requested release time

from the adjacent high school in order to take the class indicates

an interest in religious study the problem to solve was why was this

interest lost before seminary graduation was achieved after learning

this it is important that recommendations be made to the department of

education of changes which should be enacted to increase the enrollment

and enhance the seminary program of the church

in regards to the importance of the seminary in the lives of our

young people henry D moyle of the first presidency had this to say

measured by any conceivable standard graduates of our seminaries
and institutes are better qualified to meet all of lifes problems
than those who have absented themselves from these opportunities
better take an extra year of high school than miss such an essential
basic preparation for our lifeilfe work there may be some problems
some obstacles some inconveniences in endeavoring to register for
and attend seminary and institute classes regularly it is the things
in life for which we are compelled to struggle that generally are
worth the most to us in the long run the fruits of an educational
system can be observed in the lives and accomplishments of our
graduates from seminaries institutes and schools

1

ward education committees manual of instruction for stakeandstaklandStake
ward

and
officers brigham young university provo utah 1960 ppap 525352 53

lifes

1
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delimitationsdeljmitationslimitationsDe of the study

the study included only students who were members of the church

these students hadbad hadbad two weeks or more of seminary instruction and were

currently enrolled in the adjacent high school but hadbad not graduated

from seminary there were 210 students involved in this study of this
number 158 75 per cent were males and 52 25 per cent were females

the seminaries included in this study were located in the south

central utah district and one urban seminary in the ogden area the

eleven seminaries in the south central utah district were located in

bicknell delta ephraimEphr fillmorealmaim gunnisonGunn mantilsonison monroe mt pleasant

nephi richfield and salina the one large urban seminary was included

in the study because the other seminaries were located in the more rural

areas of the state it was felt that a more complete sampling would be

obtained by studying both urban and rural students

one of the limiting factors in this study was that not every

dropoutdrop returnedout the questionnaire which was sent to him of the 210

students involved in the study 125 of them completed the questionnaires

and returned them it was believed that many of them could have contributed

valuable information pertinent to this study in hopes of acquiring

some of this information a followupfollow studyup was conducted with 10 of the

dropoutsdrop whoouts had failed to respondrospond to the questionnaires which were sent

the names of the urban seminary will not be mentioned in this
study as this was a request made by the research chairman of the public schools

1

ithe
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tributedtributes some worthwhile comments for the study

another limiting factor was that only dropoutsdrop andouts their
parents were included in this study no attempt was made to compare the

dropoutsdrop andouts their parents with the seminary graduates and their
parents

other limiting factors are the small number of students in

the study the inexperience of the author in conducting such studies

the limited data available on seminary dropoutsdrop orouts graduates and the

difficulty encountered in finding the real reason or reasons for these

students dropping out of seminary in many cases the dropoutsdrop didouts not

know why they had quit seminary

questions to be answered in this study

in an effort to make any worthwhileworth recommendationswhile to the

department of education of what could be done to retain these students

it was necessary to learn more about them questionnaires were prepared

and were sent to the dropoutsdrop andouts their bishops another questionnaire

was completed by a personal visit to the high schools involved in the

study listed below are some of the questions which were to be answered

I1 what were some characteristics of the dropoutsdropoutdrop parentsouts
A were the parents members of the mormon church

B what was the attitude of the parents toward the church

C how often did the parents attend their church meetings

D how well did the parents adhere to some of the church
standards

7

to them no new information was gained by these personal visits or

telephone conversations but some students could have possibly conconversationseions

for

S

tributed

out Is
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eo what church positions did the parents hold

F were the parents married in the temple

G if the parents were not married in the temple had
they since been sealed in the temple

H did the mother work outside of the home

II11 what was the dropoutsdrop churchouts activity
A how often did the student attend his church meetings

B how well did the student adhere to some of the
church standards

C what was the students attitude toward the church

D if the dropoutdrop wasout a male student what office in
the priesthood did he hold

111IIIili what was the dropoutdropoutsdrop relationshipout with the high school

A which classes at the high school had these students
enjoyed the most why

B which classes at the high school had these students
enjoyed the least why

C was the dropoutdrop activeout in athletics or extra-
curricular activities at the high school if yes
what were they

D what was the studentsstudent average grade in the high school

E the high school records reveal concerning the
dropoutdropoutsdrop intelligenceout quotient

IV what was the dropoutsdrop relationshipouts with the seminary

A which reasons were most frequently listed by these
students for having dropped seminary

B which class at the seminary had the students enjoyed
the most why

C which class at the seminary had the students enjoyed
the least why

E

what did

outs

outs
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D what was the studentsstudent average grade at the seminary

E how much seminary had the dropoutdrop completedout

F how old was the student when he or she dropped seminary

G what did the students feel could be done to improve
the seminary program

method of research

the author contacted the seminary principals of the south

central utah district and also the principal of the urban seminary

and requested the names and addresses of all of the members of the church

who were seminary dropoutsdrop andouts who were enrolled in the adjacent high

schools the names and addresses of the bishops of these students were

also requested and obtained

through talking with the teachers in the district and other

teachers in the seminary system a list of possible reasons for students

dropping seminary was compiled A short questionnaire was prepared from

this list and the author contacted eighteen dropoutsdrop inouts orem utah the

purpose for this pilot study was to obtain additional reasons for students

quitting seminary which were not already listed these contacts were made

by telephone and the author attempted to build the proper rapport before

the questioning commenced the dropoutsdrop wereouts very cooperative and help-

ful in the study the questions asked the students were more general in

the beginning and they became more specific toward the end the students

responded to every question and their comments gave new insight into the

problem at hand

after the results of these interviews were completed a two

page questionnaire was prepared and sent to the dropoutsdrop ofouts the twelve
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seminaries involved in the study originally the number of students

included in the group was 232 but as the study progressed it was found

that some of these dropoutsdrop wereouts not members of the church others had

been expelledexcelled from school or had left voluntarily and a few of these

students were never enrolled in seminary the number gradually de-

creased until those remaining in the study numbered 210 of those

students who met the qualifications for the study 12 almost 60 per

cent of them completed the questionnaires and returned them to the

author in the selfseif addressed envelopes that were provided

the letters and questionnaires were sent through the mail

during the month of april 1961 A followupfollow letterup was sent during

the month of may of the same year thanking those who had responded

and encouraging any who had not replied to do so at their earliest

convenience

another method for acquiring data on the dropoutsdrop wasouts accom-

plished by a personal visit to the twelve high schools involved in the

study the permanent records were made available and the high school

principal or counselor was very generous with his assistance data

on every dropoutdrop wasout acquired through this method

the third method of research was conducted by mailing a question-

naire to each of the 76 bishops who had dropoutdrop studentsout in their wards

the fact that the bishop is looked upon by the church as the temporal and

spiritual father of the ward or congregation the author believed

he was the best qualified to furnish the desired information the

bishops were requested to complete the questionnaires and return them in

125
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the self addressed envelopes that were provided if the bishop believed

a questionques toLionblonbion be too confidential he was asked to leaveleaveltleaveat it blank A few

of the bishops left some of the questions blank rather than to feel that

they were breaking a trust which was placed in them the author feels

that the questions were of a general nature and would have broken no

trustytrusts but this was a decision which each bishop had to makeomakejakeo of the

210 questionnaires which were mailed 166 70 per cent were completedcomp

and

lebed

returned

the primary purpose for this questionnaire was to learn som-

ething about the parents of the dropoutsdrop theirouts church activities and

whether the mothers worked outside of the home the church leaders

have discouraged the practice of mothers with children of school age or

younger from working outside of the home the number of mothers who

were disregarding this counsel was greater than anticipated by the

author snepp had this to say concerning both parents working outside

of the home

the weakness and instability of many homes and the apparent
indifference of some parents toward further education for their
children doubtless contributed much to the dropoutdrop problemout in
a number of homes both parents were employed and often at different
hours which gave little time for real family life too often
the early teenagersteen leaveagers their homes at night and the parents
knew nothing of their associates or their destination

snepp had reference to high school dropoutsdrop butouts the same could

apply to seminary dropoutsdrop ifouts a student associates with the wrong

group he may not feel comfortable in the seminary classroom this un-

comfortable feeling could lead to the student dropping seminary

daniel W snepp can we salvage the dropoutsdrop clearingouts house
XXXI september 1956 p 50

leaveit

trust

thy
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definition f terms

listed below are some of the terms that will be used in this

study A brief definition concerning each term may be helpful to the

reader

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints the church

of jesus christchrohr ofist latter day saints was organized on april 6 1830

in fayette new york it is often referred to as the mormon church

or the latter day saint church in this paper the term LDS will

be used along with the term the church it has headquarters at 47

east south temple street salt lake city utah

general authorities the general authorities of the church

aeeareaieaiare thee president of the church and his counselors the quorum of

the twelve apostles and their assistants the seven presidents of the

first council of seventy the presiding bishop and his two counselors

and the patriarch to the church they are the governing body of the

church

church board of education the church board of education is

responsible for all of the educational functions of the church A

number of the general authorities constitute the church board of edu-

cation they are the president of the church and his counselors more

widely known as the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve apostles

church department of education the administrative branch of

the church board of education which has direct control over the insti-
tutes and seminaries in the church is called the church department of

education
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institutesinstitute of religionRelibelibeil thezionTion institute of religion is a church

owned educational program it was designed to provide weekly religious

training for members of the church who were attending school on the college

level the building is constructed with church funds and the instructors

are paid by the church department of education

seminary the seminary is a church owned educational institution

which provides weekdayweek religiousday instructions for the church students

enrolled in the high school the building is constructed with church

funds and the teachers are paid by the church department of education

the building is erected adjacent to the high school in order to eliminate

a transportation problem

seminary district due to the expanding seminary program

and the increased emphasis placed on supervision the department of

education began dividing the program into seminary districts in 195 at

present a district has approximately fifteen or twenty seminaries and one

of the teachers is assigned as district coordinator the coordinator is

responsible for the supervision of his district
dropoutdrapdr2p inout this study the term dropoutdrop hasout reference to

any member of the church who had had two weeks or more of seminary

instruction had not graduated from seminary nor the adjacent high school

and was not enrolled in the seminary but was enrolled in the high school

it is expected that some of these students will ultimately graduate from

seminary but the fact that they had not remained in seminary since their

initial registration indicated that they were potential dropoutsdrop theouts

term the student will also be used having reference to the dropoutdrop

student

out

s

semi

1954
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standard works of the church the bible book of mormon

doctrine and covenants and pearl of great price are accepted by

the church as their standard works or scriptures

the bible is a recorded history of gods dealings with his

people primarily on the eastern hemisphere

the book of mormon is a record of god dealings with

people on the western hemisphere the church believes it to be

history of the forefathers of the american indians the fact that the

church members also believe in this record which was abridged by a

prophet named mormon is the reason that they are labeled mormonscormonsMor

by

mons

some

the doctrine and covenants is comprised of one hundred and

thirty six sections given mostly through joseph smith jr primarily

for the church in general As the name indicates it contains revealed

doctrines of the church and covenants that the lord has made with his

people it also contains an official ban of the practice of plural

marriages given by wllfordwilfordallford woodruff one of the first presidents of the

church

the pearl of great price contains the book of moses the book of

abraham the writings of joseph smith and the articles of faithfaithsfaithefalth the

books of moses and abraham contain writings not found in the regular

bibles the writings of joseph smith and the articles of faith contain

an early history of josephs life and the beliefs of the church respectively

priesthood priesthood as proclaimed by the church is the

power of god delegated to man to act in his name and to have it recoglecog

gods
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nizednihed of god the church is the vehicle through which the priesthood

functions in the church there are twotvo priesthoodstwopriesthoodspriest thehoods lesserleaser orit

the aaronic priesthood and the higher or the melchizedek priesthood

the aaronic priesthood has three offices which are deacon teacher and

priest the melchizedek priesthood has the following offices elder

seventy high priest apostle patriarch and president of the church

tempietempletemdle marriage the church teaches that marriage is an

eternal ordinance and that marriages performed in the temples of the

church are for time and all eternity they believe that the family unity

which exists in this life will carry on in the next world if the ordinance

is performed by one having the proper authority and if the party concerned

lives a life worthy of these blessings

word of wisdom on february 27 1833 joseph smith jr gave

to the church a law of health which is called the word of wisdom ILitI

reveals

L

the will of the lord concerning the temporal salvation of man

abstinence from hot drinks tea and coffee tobacco and alcohol are

suggested the use of wholesome herbs grains fruits and meats eaten

sparingly are commended to be a member of the church in good standing

a person is expected to live the law of health found in the doctrine

and covenants section 89 referred to as the word of wisdom

the doctrine and covenants the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city utah ppap 154155154 1948155

1

ithe

0.0
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CHAPTER II11

REVIEW OF literatureITERATURE

purposeP of this chaptercha

the

pter

purpose of this chapter is to review the literature which

is available pertaining to dropoutsdrop howeverouts only the material relative

to this study will be presented this chapter will deal with public school

dropoutdrop studiesout as well as studies of seminary dropoutsdrop

one

outs

of the objectives of the LDS department of education

is stated as follows to help students acquire skills knowledge and

attitudes in secular and religious fields which will enable them to earn

a place in society in order for this objective to be reached all
that is possible should be done to encourage students to remain in school

until high school and seminary graduations have been achieved

I1 dropoutdropPLOPdrou studiesout in the high school

johnson and legg have this to say concerning the problem of

dropoutsdrop inouts the public schools

to make the most rewarding use of the resources of the schools
is a matter of prime importance to all school personnel our
educational theory is that the public schoolschobl system extending
through high school is open to all and serves all yet at least
half of the children who enter the fifth grade drop out before

manual of instructions for released time seminaries department
of education provo utah 1959 P 8

16
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completing high school these dropoutsdrop areouts not statistics
but children

2
studies conducted by bash and johnson and harold J dillon

also indicated that approximately 50 perpr cent of the elementary and
4

secondary students never graduate from high school dillon in the

above reference says that 50 per cent of the high school students in

the average public school system drop out before graduation if this

is true the state of utah is below average in per cent of dropoutsdrop

from

outs

a conversation with lerue winget utahs assistant state

superintendent of public instruction it was learned that about 25 per

cent of the public school students of the state who enter the ninth

grade drop out before graduation there were two different studies

conducted over a period of about five years and they both revealed

approximately the same percentages

elizabeth S johnson and caroline E legg whynhy young people
leave school national association of secondaryschoolSecondary principalsSchool
bulletin XXXIImilmii november 198 1471

2
carl E bash and eric H johnson how to make and utilize

followupfollow studiesup of school leavers national association of secondarySecon
school

daudag
principals bulletin XL april 1956 217217271217251271

3haroldcharold

217
3
haroldharoid J dillon early school leavers national child labor

committee new york p 9

sid
this5thisathis conversation took place in salt lake city on july 17

1961 according to mr winget one study was conducted by checking the
enrollment of the ninth graders and then three years later comparing this
figure with the number in the state who graduated from high school it
was assumed that the number of students entering the state equaled the
number leaving the state

high

3

5
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ray deboer in a study completed at the university of denver in

1951IQI concluded that the educational philosophy of the mormon church

was nP ternary reason for utahs high percentage of high school and college

graduates

the other study was conducted by sending questionnaires to the

high schools in the state and requesting information concerning their
per cent of dropdror outsoutsomutso with approximately 60 per cent of the questionnaires

returned it was found that less than 25 per cent of the high school

students drop out before graduation

in a report made by lester W nelson in the year of this

writing he said

the number of young people who will become dropoutsdrop duringouts
the course of the present academic year is estimated at 900000 A

almost one millionmillionomillianomilmii theliono projection of this figure for the present
decade indicates a total dropoutdrop ofout at least 10000000 a figure
which would reach as high as 12000000 this is a massive statis-
tic and it dramatizes a monumental problemoproblemproblemsprob nolemo informed citizen
no enlightened educator and no leader in the public or private
actors of our society can view this prospect and its related prob-
lems both causative and resultant without sharing a deep and
growing concernoconcernconceriocon

deboer1deboer

cernocenno

ray A historical study of mormon education and
the influence of its philosophy on public education in utah

A growing educational
concern today national association of secondary schoolsqhoolsthool princprincipals
bulletin XLV april 1961 275

1

dropouts

12 000000.000000

causative

second

un-
published doctoral dissertation the university of denver denver 1951

2
lester wo nelson the dropoutdrop problemout
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dean evans how to conduct a high school dropoutdrop studyout
national association of secondaryschoolSecondary principalsprincSchool bulletins XXXVIII
february 195 3
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cohen in a report given approximately the same time as

nelsonnelsonsneisonbelsons indicated that the number of dropoutsdrop willouts increase if
only due to increased birth rate since world war 11II

with the number of school leavers on the increase this will

have even a greater impact on society parents and drop otsoultsaults

elmer S holbeck tells of the pride that samssans parents had for

him in his school work he tells of how the parentparents dreams were

shattered when sam dropped out of high school he continues by saying

most people believe in the miracle of education since so
many young people try high school beyond the age of compulsory
attendance it is clear that youth wants to be educated today
nearly all boys and girls begin a high school education but near-
ly half of them like sam do not complete it2

the reasons for high school students dropdindr2prin&dropkinDrop outDin

N dean evans had this to say concerning students and their
reasons for leaving school

it is recognized that any study of this type will have certain
limitations many pupils do not know exactly why they leave school
or they may not want to divulge the real reason pupils in high
school may not always give valid answers to questionnaire items

11 E cohen the dropoutdrop problemout
national association of secondaryschoolsecondsSecondary principalsSchool

bulletin XLV april 1961iggi 280280

2
elmer S holbeck seven ways to help prevent dropoutsdrop outs

1

3

ass9ciation
1954 34
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regardless of these limitations educators must consider the

reasons given by the dropoutsdrop andouts reasons given by students for staying

in and work from there dillon makes this comment concerning the limita-

tions of the reasons listed

they may not represent the actual underlying causes in
every case but they are nevertheless significant because the
individual presumably felt that the reasons he gave were those
which had motivated him in his decision to terminate his schooling
it should be remembered too that these youth had been out of
school for periods ranging from several months to more than a
year and their answers might reflect their opinion as they looked
back on their school experience rather than at the time they left
schoolschoola

earl

1

J boggan reveals the following information pertaining

to dropoutsdrop outs

it was discovered that the size of the family employ-
ment of parents and the educational background of parents was of
little significance in distinguishing graduates from non graduates

generally the causes given for pupils failing to be graduated
from high school were lack of guidance lack of parent interest
lack of interest in school failing grades and the narrow course
of study 2

ao russell mack in reporting a study of dropoutsdrop inouts mas-

sachusetts gave the following reasons for their leaving

1 1 preferred work to school 2 was not interested in
school 3 needed money at home 4 when subjects and teaching
is not understood and not interesting 5 failure to participate
in school activities 6 student thinks he is being dis-
criminated against because of economic and personal status

haroldharoid J dillon earlyguly school leavers national child labor
committee new york p 50

2earl itJ boggan what are the major causes of student dropoutsdrop
and

outs
what should the school do about the present condition national

association of secondary school principals bulletin vol 39 april 1955
p 84

school1
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lewislevislevig keith bowen A study to determine what cause students to
discontinue school before graduating from spanish iork tyghttgh school 1942-
49 unpublished masters thesis brigham young university 1950 p 3
of abstract

johnson and legg op22 cit ppap 1424142414
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virgilcvirgil4virgil murk A followupfollow studyup of students who dropoutdrop ofout
high school
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7 becoming disinterested in the 9thath loth and lith grade 8
educational status of parent is below high school level 9
friends had left school 10 could learn more out of school
ll1111 ill111iiiililii health l212la12 parents wanted youth to leave

lewis keith bowen in his study of dropoutsdrop ofouts one of the high

schools in utah found the same general reasons for students leaving

school only in different words they were

1 retention in elementary school 2 poor attend-
ance 3 dislike for academic classes 4 when subjects and
teaching is not understood and not interesting 5 failure to
participate in school activities 6 student thinks he
Is being discriminated against because of economic and personal
status 7 becoming disinterested in the gth9thath 10th or lith
grade 8 educational status of parent is below high school
level 9 ajorityajo ofrity older siblings failed to graduate from
high school

3 h 5in the studies conducted by johnson and legg murk wickes

and wills they listed the same general reasons for students dropping

russell mack A study of dropoutsdrop outs national association of
secondary school principals bulletin XXXVIII bruaryfebruarybreary 1954 p 50

national association of principals bullet in
XLIV february 1901960igo 737573

harry

75

E wickes A study of dropoutsdrop forouts the years 194219541942
at

1954
teton high school driggs idaho unpublished masters thesis provo

utah brigham young university 1954 ppap 717271

claude

72

C wills jr A program to decrease the number of early
school leavers national association of secondarySecon schooldaudaa principals bul
letin XL september 1956 93979391793 97

1school
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out of high school claude C wills jry had this to say concerning

dropoutsdrop

the

outs

true reasons for most students leaving school could
probably be listed under one of the following reasons

1 inability to do work of a satisfactory nature
2 poor health of the student or member of the family
3 disinterest in or dislike of school
4 lack of money
5 marriage

jamesjanes E nancarrow in attempting to summarize the findings of

other studies pertaining to dropoutsdrop outsoats makes these worthwhile observations

in the new york state study and various other studies
an effort has been made to get at the causes of pupils leaving
school A condensed summary of the principal findings in these
studies follows

1 size of school has little to do with holding power
2 in most schools more boys than girls withdraw
3 schools vary in percentage of dropoutsdrop fromouts

five per cent to seventy per cent
4 the largest number of withdrawals by percentages

is first in the vocational curriculum then the
general curriculum and finally the college
atory curriculum

5 most studies seem to indicate that the more retarda-
tion the more likely that a dropoutdrop willout result

A condensed summary of the reasons which youth gave for leaving

school follows

id p 94

jr
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1 economic reasons average 53 per cent
2 lack of interest in school average 27 per cent
3 maladjustment in school average 11 per cent
4 miscellaneous average 4 per cent
5 health average 3 per cent
6 marriage average 2 per cent

to better illustrate what nancarrowNan iscarrowcarraw referring to when he

speaks of economic reasons it may be well to turn to a study by stanley

M boyle boyle did a study entitled school dropoutsdrop andouts how they

might be diminished in the rigby high school he said

other surveys show that the holding power within one
city alone varied from 65 per cent up to 95 per cent this condition
existed in los angeles and it was found that the school having the
greatest holding power was situated in that part of the city where
the standard of living was the highest 2

in san francisco they have a program where potential dropoutdrop

students

out

attend a part time high school it is referred to as a con-

tinuation high school H M berston in speaking of these students

further elaborates on nancarrowsNan sixcarrows reasons for students leaving school

they give many reasons for their dislike of the regular
school program and almost always they blame the school for every-
thing that has gone wrong there the most often heard complaint
is that the school and the teachers did not teach the student any-
thing and did not give him enough of their time he often blames
his own weaknesses on the school without realizing that there are
many outside factors also to be conside3edconsidered

regardless of what the particular illili may be the important
point is that dropoutsdrop asouts a group tend to be below normal in

james E nancarrow reducing dropoutsdropoutsdropdror outs national association
of secondary school princltals bulletin XXXIV december 1950 185

2stanley M boyle school dropoutsdrop andouts how they might be
diminished in the rigby high school unpublished masters thesis utah
state agricultural college logan utah 1955 p 96

1

princ iraistrais 1950y
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health feeling below par much of the time saps ones strength
causes lack of concentrationofconcentration and interest and of course keeps
the youngster from doing the best he can it leads to low marks
eventual failure in class and in time dissatisfaction with
schoolschools

only one dropoutdrop inout every hundred tests out at the appropriate
grade level for his age the average dropoutdrop isout usually four
years below where he should be scholastically

thus to poor health we can now add a second problem that of
low scholastic achievement 0

we now come to a third characteristic which many dropoutsdrop
have

outs
in common it is sociological in nature these boys and

girls come from the poorer and older districts of the city
they often come from large families and many times both parents
work 1

bertson further points out that these three conditions poor

health low scholastic achievement and poor economicecon conditionsomit are

often instrumental in causing students to drop out he states that

any one of these conditions could lead to a person dropping out but

when all three are present it would be difficult to remain in school

there are many studies which suggest ways to help keep these

students in school but before discussing theseconsideration shall be

given to the dropoutdrop studiesout in the seminary program

II11 dropoutdroPLOP studiesp inout the seminary program

there have been many studies concerning education in the church

of jesus christ of latter day saints there have been a number of studies

regarding the seminary program of the church there have been a few

H M berston the school dropoutdrop problemout

p 208

one I1 s

2

these consideration

Clclearinggaringclearinesanine house
volume 35 december 19601960 2078207
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studies relating to dropoutdrop studentsout at the church schools but1 from

the authors research and from talking with men in the seminary program

this study seems to be the firstirstarst which deals specifically with seminary

dropoutsdrop

the

outs

writer would like to make mention of three of these studies

concerning the seminary program for further information on some of the

other studies of the seminary program of the church please see appendix

A

the first of the three studies under consideration was con-

ducted by ernest eberhard jr his field project was entitled A follow-

up study of the graduates of the seminary of the church of jesus christ
2

of latter day saints at preston idaho the general objectives of this

followupfollow studyup were

1 to collect data for use in evaluating the effective-
ness of the total seminary religious education program
in helping students successfully meet the problems
connected with achieving those attitudes and beliefs
which are consistent with and a harmonious part of the
life of a faithful member of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints

one of these studies was conducted by lillian clayson booth
at the brigham young university it was entitled A study to determine
the reasons for student mortality at brigham young university for the
school year 1948491948 49 the thesis had both breadth and depth but the
reasons given by the dropoutsdrop forouts leaving school would not usually
apply to the students in seminary for this reason these studies have
not been discussed in this thesis

0ernest eberharderhardBb jr A followupfollow studyup of the graduates
of the seminary of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints at
preston idaho unpublished mastermasters thesis brigham young university
1959

schools1

f
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2 to collect data for use in discovering areas in curricul-
um which need improvement so that a more consistent
and intensive development of religious education ob-
jectives can be realized 1

erhardrberhardeberhardaberhardRb with the ass nr of his colleagues prepared a

questionnaire and in december 1957 sent it to 300JOGdogdoo graduates otoi the

seminary at preston idaho the questionnaire was designed in an effort

to determine what influence their seminary work had had on the decisions

they made later in ilfelife questions were asked and the graduates were

expected to check the response which most accurately expressed their

feelings some of these questions were as follows

lo10 to what degree do you feel your seminary training
influenced you to attend your church meetings

2 how much influence did your seminary work have on
your desire to perform a mission for the church
for males only

3 to what extent did your seminary training help you
to have a desire to pay your tithes and offerings

4 how much desire did your seminary training create
in you to be married in the temple

5 how important do you feel it is to have your children
graduate from seminary

the

2

seminary program evidently influenced the lives of the

students a great deal in some areas and had very little influence on them

in others for example it was found that practically all of the graduates

wanted their children to graduate from seminary the seminary created a

greater desire for them to be married in the temple and the seminary

id p 2

2 ibid ppap 121123121 123

development1of
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ortho itchristensen A study to determine the ten most serious
problems of LDS seminary students and what the seminary is doing to
help students meet these problemsunpublishedProblems mastersmasterUnpublished thesis brigham
young university 1957

3 ibid
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had greatly influenced their attendance at their church meetings

however from the response of the graduates it was found that seminary

training had very little influence withvith their desire to serve on missions

or pay their tithes and offerings

ortho christensen conducted a field project entitled A study

to determine the ten most serious problems of LDS seminary students
2

and what the seminary is doing to help students meet these problems

the students and teachers felt the following to be the most serious

problems of the LDS seminary students

1 being able to talk things out with mom and dad
sherlwhenshen you do not always agree with them

2 being able to overcome bad habitsbabits such as swearing
and making complete repentance

3 being popular and showing affection without necking
and petting

4 the seriousness of improper thoughts about sex and the
sex sin

5 being able to gain a testimony
6 being worthy of the celestial kingdom
7 knowing when one is in love
8 knowing what to do on the sabbath day
9 gaining self confidence and overcoming selfconsciousnessconsciousnessself

10 getting help on personal problems3problems

christensen

3

at the completion of his study concluded that these

problems were not being solved through the regular outlined program he

said

bid

p 36

1

31bid
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delibedellberatel
deviating from the formal courses of study to help
students with these problems this is evidenced by
the number of lessons being given by teachers and the
lack of provisions for them in the formal courses 1

the third study which the writer would like to mention was

conducted by jean H waite this study came the nearest to the authors

project and yet it was just the opposite waiteswaiterswalterswaltes thesis was entitled
32

A study of the reasons high school students enroll in LDS seminaries

2jeanejean

28

1 no wellveilwelivellveli organized dlanplandianlanian is provided bvby the administrators
of the LDS seminary system to heldhelphelheidhei studentsD with these
serious problems present programs are based on teacher
opinion of student problems rather than on actual studies
of the problems of youth

2 seminaryseniSemi teachersnarynarv are of necessity and deliberatelydeliberateldeliberated

this study was conducted in three seminaries in utah the three seminaries

were located at richmond ogden and salt lake east

A checklistcheck questionnairelist was prepared and administered to a

number of seminary students in the three institutions the responses of

the students from all three seminaries were very similar in regards to

the three most important reasons for seminary enrollment in order of im-

portance they were 1 1 1I want to increase my knowledge of the gospel

2 1I want to gain a testimony of the gospel 3 what I1 learnleam in

seminary will help me to be a better church member

the tenton major reasons for enrollment at the richmond and ogden

seminaries are listed belowbelowibelovbelofi

bidbibid1ibid p 132
p
jean H waite A study of the reasons high school students

enroll in LDS seminariesunpublished masters thesis utah state
university 1958

P
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1 I1 want to increase my knowledge of the gospel
2 1I want to gain a testimony of the gospel
3 what I1 learn in seminary will help me to be a

better church member
4 1I want to graduate from seminary
5 my experiences in seminary help me develop high

ideals which I1 feel are important for happiness
6 what I1 learn in seminary will help me be more

successful in marriage
7 1I felt the seminary course I1 took last year was

very profitable
8 what I1 learn in seminary will help me become a

better parent
9- 1 get training which will help prepare me for a mission

10 my parents encouraged me to enroll in seminary

reasons for seminary students dropping out

the fact that no previous studies have been conducted pertaining

to seminary dropoutsdrop veryouts little can be written on the review of litera-
ture the author believes that most of the reasons listed by the high

school students would also apply to the seminary dropoutsdrop

what

outs

can be done with the dropoutout problem

no private industry can continue to succeed for any great
length of time unless it continually studies its waste problem
and lays plans to correct the situation A 1950 report of
one of the leading meat packing companies shows that only 42
per cent of its income was derived from the sale of meat while
58 per cent of the income came from the sale of products which
were made from what would ordinarily be thought of as scrap
had this company not studied and made use of its so called
wasteilwaste it could not have survived in this world of efficiency

and competition by the same token when less than one half of
our students fail to finish high school principals are
necessarily challenged by the apparent loss or waste of human
material we must raise the question what can we do about it

1
ibid p 25

2
J E nancarrow how can the school reduce the number of early

school leavers national association of secondary school principals
bulletin XXXV march 1951 305

prof itablebitable
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charles A tonsor tells of how the fruit growers were faced

with the problem of much of the fruit falling off the trees before

picking time growers and agricultural experts worked together and

developed a hormone which they sprayed on the trees which kept the
1

fruit from falling before picking time this worked on the fruit crop

but it is doubtful that it would work on the student crop one of the

reasons it would not work is students are different in their likes

dislikes interests and abilities
nancarrow had this to say about the dropoutdrop problemout

schoolmenschoolmanScho andolmen parents quite generally agree that there is
no one panacea to end all dropoutsdrop theouts reason for this is
that youth differ in their interests abilities and needs
hence different means must be used in different cases in order
to hold them in any particular school in a particular
community 2

the fact that there are individual differences in people

should not cause the teaching profession to give up in despair along

with students having individual differences some authors have pointed

out that they also have LNEMSESlikenesses

each child deserves consideration as a unique individual
each child however resembles those of his own age or near his
own age in many important ways knowledge of some of these
likenesses causes first grade teachers to chuckle over some

charlescharies A tonsor reducing the drop of the crop clearing
house XXVIII february 19541 3653650

2
james E nancarrow reducing dropoutsdrop outs nat ionaljonaltonailonal assocalsocass9ciationassociationlat ionlon

of secondarySecon schoolSdeudaadha principals1 bulletinbulbui XXXIV december 1950 184
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incident and say to each other that could only happen in the
first grade and1 nursery schoolchool teachers to comment on typically
four year old behavior tl

boyd packer in a conversation with the writer said there are

individual samenessesmenessessa the author took this to mean that although

people are different in many respects there are some areas where they

are the same

along with the need of recognizing differences and likenesses

in students the teacher must take an earnest interest in those under

his direction if he expects to be successful A teacher cannot fake

sincerity and have success he must be personally interested in the

students in order to teach them to help themselves

harold J dillon says

unless teachers take a personal interest in the problems of
the individual student there is probably not much hope
of increasing the holding power of the schools this implies
that the teacher should be able to teach youth more thar
subjects should be familiar with data on the cumulative
records should work cooperatively with other school personnel
who may know the particular problems of the individual and
should make use of the services of guidance personnel

the findings c1dar1yclfitfly indicate that the majority of school
leavers make the important decision to leave school without
consulting anybody in the school there would be general
agreement that young people who are potential school leavers
find it difficult to identify their own problems and are
clearly in need of the counsel and advice of school personnel
in the cities studied guidance services were in operation
and counselors available it is evident that more effective

roma ganscans celia burnsbums stendler and millie almy teaching
young children yonkers on hudson NY world book co 1952 31

haroldmarold J dillon early school leavers national child labor
committee new york 58
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means must be found to make youth conscious of the help they
can obtain by making full use of these services

j-

oe M young wrote an article can counseling reduce drop-

outs he givesgigs the following account

for five years prior to 1946471946 the47 dropoutdrop ratereteout had
remained between 20 and 22 per cent in 1947 six part time
counselors were added to the staff of the high school with
an average counseling load of approximately 160igo students
per hour of assigned counseling time the following year
four additional counselors were added and the case load was
reduced to approximately 100 students per counseling hour
where it has remained to the present any student who is
considering withdrawing from high school for any reason
is required to hold an interview with his counselor 2

by using the above method it was found that the dropoutdrop rateout

was reduced from 207420.74 per cent in 1946471946 to47 13.8913891389 per cent in 1953-

54
3

berston says

we must make the subject matter in the schools more interest-
ing and meaningful to the students if they begin to lose
interest in school then the school has begun to lose another
student the parents must cooperateco andoperate work with the
school if the best job is to be done no parent should ever be
too busy to come in and talk over withvith the teacher or

counselor the problems facing his child

id p 55

2 joe M young can counseling reduce dropoutsdrop clearingouts
house XXX september 1955 22

3 ibid page 22
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boggan adds this comment to what berston has to say concerning

parents it is believed that parents who are informed interested and

active are the most important factor in retaining pupils in school until

high school graduation along with boggansboggan statement concerning the

important role that parents play in encouraging students to remain in

school let us turn our attention to seven ways to help prevent drop-

outs by elmer S holbeck in substance he says

1 reexaminere theexamine secondary educational program and see that

the needs of the students and the community are being met

2 the problem should be studied cooperatively by everyone

concerned if worthwhile results are to be achieved

3 individual and group guidance must be extended to include

counselors teachers principals and directors to help the student to

make wise decisions

4 improve the physical plant by including modernmodem equipment

materials and training aids

5 improve the record keeping and testing program in the

school

6 single out the potential dropoutsdrop andouts organize a club

or league give these students proper leadership and help them to see

their problems and plan for the future

7 general recommendations provide many activities in the

high school in which students may participate let them practice

earlemri J boggan what are the major causes of student dropoutsdrop
and

outs
what should the school do about the present condition national

association of secondary school principalsprinciprincl bulletinpaispalsdais XXXIX april 1955 85

1
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citizenship earn money develop school spirit and loyalty take

the parents into the problem and get their interest and operationcooperationco

johnson and legg make this important contribution in solving

the early school leaving problem they say

surely the combined genius of american educators counseling
and social welfare experts and citizen groups can and will find
ways to stop much of this early school leaving means that
suggest themselves include enriched and morflexiblemor curriculaflexible
relief of the financial burden falling on many parents and
children strengthened guidance services and integration of the
total program with those forces in the community that are con-
cerned with the educational vocational and social wellbeing
of its young people

stanley M boyle in his study on dropoutsdrop makesouts this

observation on how dropoutsdrop canouts be reduced

it should not be expected of every boy and girl to
complete high school but teachers should work to make
teaching and the schools so interesting that more boys
and girls will want to go to schoolschools educators must also
realize that the studies which have been made indicate
that about 30 P cent of all dropoutsdrop areouts successful in
life and do not regret that they withdrew from school

since the school experiences of youth are so helpful
in maintaining and improving the american heritage and
since the main objective is to make school life so worth-
while that pupils will want to remain in school until
they graduate teachers should put forth every effort
to solicit the cooperation of youth and all other available
resources in developing a more effective educational
program it is becoming increasingly important that
early american youth receive that kind and amount of
education which will enable him to become and effective
citizen

elmereimer S holbeck seven ways to help prevent dropoutsdrop outs
nations schools XLV may 1950 36

2elizabetheilzabeth S johnson and caroline E legg why young
people leave school national association of secondary school principalsprinciprincprincl

2
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in every school system steps should be taken to deal with
the dropoutdrop problemout in terms of its local needs and re-
sources

summary

1I on an average about 50 per cent of the students who enter

high school drop out before graduation

2 anything that can be done to make high school more meanin-

gful and keep the students from dropping out will also benefit the seminary

program of the church

3 unless something is done to increase the holding power of

the schools the number of dropoutsdrop willouts increase due to increased

birth rate since world war II11

4 most young people recognize the importance of an education

and desire to obtain one but many of them lose interest and drop out

5 the size of the family employment of parents and the

educational background of the parents had little to do with the students

decision to drop out of school

6 although there are many reasons given for students

dropping out of school the true reasons for most students dropping out

could probably be listed under one of the following reasons

1 inability to do work of a satisfactory nature
2 poor health of the student or a member of the

family

stanley M boyle school dropouts and how they might be
dminisheddiminished in the rigby high school 1 unpublished masters thesis
utah state agricultural college logan utah 1955 9959495

1

drop- outs

94 95
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3 disinterest in or dislike for school
4 lack of money
5 marriage

7 the following was also learned

1 more boys than girls drop out
2 the size of theschool has little to do with

preventing dropoutsdrop
3

outs
there is a great variation in the percentage of
dropoutsdrop throughoutouts the country

4 the more failures a student meets the more chance
there is for his dropping out

5 many students blame everyone but themselves for
their failures

6 the lower the standard of living the greater the
percentage of dropoutsdrop

8

outs

to the writer best knowledge there have been no studies of

seminary dropoutsdrop priorouts to the date of this writing

9 seminary influences the lives of the students much more in

some areas of his conduct than in others

10 there are many student problems which are not being solved

in the outlined seminary program

11 most students take seminary because they want to 1 1 in-

crease their knowledge of the gospel 2 gain a testimony of the gospel

3 become a better church member

12 because of individual differences in students there is no

one panacea that will solve all dropoutdrop problemsout

13 there is a need for the teachers to take a personal interest

in their students and also work with every organization at their disposal

to improve the holding power of the schools

14 if the students and educators utilizeutile the school counselors

dropoutsdrop willouts decrease

the school

0
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15 it should not be expected that every boy or girl will

complete high school but if the teachers and parents do their part the

number of dropoutsdrop willouts decrease
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CHAPTER 111IIIlil

HIGH SCHOOL activities AND RECORDS OF THE SEMINARY DROPOUTSDROP

there

OUTS

are many factors which enter into a studentsstudent decision to

drop out of school the same statement would apply to dropping out of

seminary this being the case it is important to do all that is possiblepos

if

sibiesible

the number of dropoutsdrop isouts going to be decreased

tompkins and gaumnitzgaumnltz have this to say concerning the importance

of studying more than just the dropoutsdrop Aouts school may start by study-

ing dropoutsdrop butouts it will probably end by studying all aspects of the

school and community so that the original study of the dropoutsdrop willouts

be only one arc of a larger circle in an effort to draw a more ac-

curate profile of the seminarysemin dropoutsdropatyaxy itouts has been deemed necessary

to learn more about the studentsstudents1 high school recordrecords activities likes

and dislikes

the health and marital status of the dropoutsdrop outs
3

wills

national association of secondary school principals bulletin XXXIV

december 1950 190
g
claude C wills jrjre A program to decrease the number of early

school leavers national association of secondary school principals
bulletin XL september 1956 94

james E nancarrow reducing dropoutsdrop outs national association
of secondarysecondagsecondar school principals bulletin XXXIV december 1950 15

38
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of the main reasons for students dropping out of high school this is un-

doubtedly true but it is not necessarily true in the case of seminary drop-

outs of the 210 seminary students involved in the study it was found

that 175 had good health 32 had fair health and only three had poor

health therefore physical health played a very minor role in their de-

cision to drop out of seminary marriage had very little to do with drop-

ping out of seminary as it was found that only one of the 210 dropoutsdrop

was

outs

married these facts do not conflict with the findings of others this

study includes only those students who have dropped out of seminary and

are still enrolled in the adjacent high school

the extracurricularextra activitiescurricular of the dropoutsdropdrordroe

ralph

outs

bunche said if you want to get across an idea wrap it
up in a person iiifil if the teacher knows his students interests he can

vitalize his lessons by using examples of people found in their fields of

interest with this objective in mind the seminary dropoutsdrop wereouts asked

if they were engaged in athletics or other extracurricularextra activitiescurricular

at the high school of the 12 dropoutsdrop whoouts responded 68 said yes and

57 said no in checking with the high school principals or counselors

it was found that of the 210 dropoutsdrop 39outs participated regularly 52

occasionally 38 seldom and 81 never this would indicate that 91 43443.4

per cent of the dropoutsdrop wereouts participating in athletics or extra cur

ricularsicular activities regularly or occasionally this left 119 56.6566 per cent

A thought for today compiled from the dallydailydaliy deseret news
feature todays thought edited by theron C liddle deseret news press
salt lake city utah 14

125

434

566
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of the students who were participating seldom or never
1 2boggan and thomas found that those students who are engaged in

at least one extracurricularextra activitycurricular are less likely to drop out of

school this would possibly be true of seminary students also

the author firmly believes that the teacher who takes an active

interest in his students athletics and extracurricularextra activitiescurricular will

have more holding power than the teacher who is passive in this respect

the questionnaires received from the seminary dropoutsdrop indi-

cated

outs

that more boys were engaged in track football baseball baske-

tball and wrestling in that order than in any other activity the

girls were engaged primarily in pep club music pep band drama and

dance in that order possibly the wording of the questionnaire plus

the season of the year influenced the answers given by these students

also some schools place more emphasis on some activities than others

therefore each teacher could learn more about the studentsstudents1 interest in

his school through observation rather than by a questionnaire see

student questionnaire in appendix

the hobbies and recreational activities of
the dropoutsdrop

the

outs

hobbies and recreationaliecreationalcreational activities of the dropoutsdrop wereouts

varied A combination of the boys and girls responses showed that hunting

earl J boggan what are the major causes of student drop-
outs and what should the school do about the present conditioncondition11 national
association of secondary school principals bulletin vol 39 april 1955
84

2
robert jay thomas an empirical study of high school dropoutsdrop

in
outs

regard to ten possibly related factors the journal of educational
sociologySocio XXVIIIloff september 1954 18

1

1

11

ie
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fishing swimming dancing and basketball in that order were the fav-

orites these sports all require physical activity on the part of the

participant and it should suggest to teachers the importance of using

appropriate action in the classroom

the highelgh school classes the seminary dropoutsdrop enjoyedouts most

the dropoutsdrop wereouts asked which class at the high school have

you enjoyed the most the past few years of the 125 students who re-

sponded 27 listed physical education and 18 listed industrial arts A

total of 45 better than one third of the students enjoyed one of these

two classes the most both of these classes contain a certain amount of

physical activity the fact that 75 per cent of the dropoutsdrop wereouts boys

would also have significant bearing on the responses that were given for

further information on the high school classes the dropoutsdrop enjoyedouts most

see table 1

the seminary dropoutsdrop wereouts also asked why they enjoyed the class

which they indicated no attempt was made to report all of the reasons

that were listed by the seminary dropoutsdrop forouts enjoying certain high school

classes the most however an attempt has been made to list all of the

different reasons suggested by the students the following is a list of

their responses as they were written

1 1I like out doors and I1 like rough games
2 1I believe I1 got more out of it I1 enjoy all type of sports
3 more physical activity and exercise
4 liked the class teacher and had a good time
5 1I like to build things with wood and metal
6 there are always new and interesting things to learn
7 the teacher maintains class order and always has an

interesting lecture prepared class participation

en oyed
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TABLE I1

HIGH SCHOOL CLASS ENJOYEDENJOYM MOST BY teeTHE SEMINARY DROPOUTSDROP

name

OUTS

of class no of responses

agriculture
algebra
americananekne problemsrican
architecture
art
band
biology
chemistry
chorus
creative writing
debate
drama
english
french
geometry
german
history
home economics
industrial arts
mathematics
mechanical drawing
psychology
physical education
physics
science
spanish
type
zoology
no response

111u
illllllllllllllllllllll

111111111111

2
2
2
1
5
4
6
3
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
4
2

18
13

1
4

27
3
1
1
2
1

12

8 1I like the way the teacher puts it over
9 its easy for me and fun I1 can do it best

10 because I1 enjoy drawing and making things for decorations
11 1I like it because it is a foreign language
12 it offers a challenge to me
13 1I like sciences because I1 am planning on being a doctor

of medicine
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theth teacher made the subject so interesting by examples etc
34 1I like to sew and it gives you something different to do all

the time
35

3

14 1I like to work with numbers and am not bad in this field
15 1I have a likeable teacher
16 1I am able to see that im accomplishing something
17 1I like to make useful things
18 1I like to work with my hands and like anything connected

with mechanics
19 in shop you can build things instead of pushing a pencil
20 meretherenere is no homework and I1 accomplish something
21 it has given me all of the fundamental things I1 need to

know for marriage
22 you learn something and get out of class to learn most of it
23 it has helped in my personal problems where seminary didnt
24 it is a class that answers todays problems it explained

things ive wondered about
25 its challenging you have to work hard
26 1I enjoy producing tangible things with my hands math

problems also stimulate thinking
27 its the only class with physical work
28 1I love tennis basketball and baseball
29 1I have had the same teacher and I1 enjoy his method of

teaching I1 also enjoy the subject matter
30 1I enjoy hard work and these classes gave me that work
31 it relaxes you learn things about your voice and get

to sing in programs
32 1I like to draw and get to understand people and really know

them we are all like one big family
33

e are always kept busy
36 1I enjoy foreign languages and plan to major in them
37 1I liked the teacher and learned something valuable
38 it gives me an opportunity to voice my own opinions and

think for myself
39 it tells of different situations social and economic

world problems and growth
40 we learn a lot and and it wasnt all work the teacher would

joke with you and help you out when you needed it
the high school classes the seminary dropoutsdrop enjoyedouts least

the seminary dropoutsdrop wereouts asked to list the class at the high

school which they had least enjoyed the past few years of the 125 students

who returned the questionnaire only 97 responded to this question thirty
two of the 97 students who responded to this question listed english as

1131

we
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liked least and 18 listed history as least liked or better than one half

of the students liked english or history least english and history are

both required classes therefore many of the students were registered

for these classes even though they may have disliked them for further

information concerning the classes the students liked least see table 2

F dee sanford did a followupfollow ofup graduates and dropoutsdrop fromouts

the springvilleSpring highville school in 1954 this is what he learned the drop-

outs listed mathematics and english at the head of the list of subjects

to add or strengthen as did the graduates it seems that some classes

are not appreciated until later in lifelifilfe
along

e

with listing the class in the high school the seminary

dropoutsdrop enjoyedouts the least they were asked why wono attempt was made

to report all of the reasons listed by the seminary dropoutsdrop forouts enjoying

a certain high school class the least however an attempt was made to

report all of the different reasons which were listed they were

1 it is hard for me and is the same old stuff over and over
2 1I dont think that it is necessary as they put it I1 think

they should learn history but not how they teach it here
3 1I dont like the teacher
4 there is too much outside work I1 cant improve grades
5 1I was never interested it was a hard class and I1 just could

not learn what was taught I1 was bored and didnt like the
teacher

6 the teacher just didnt give us any time to work in class
7 teachers have gone too fast and that makes it hard to understand
8 its been hard for me and I1 dont do the work
9 it is quite interesting and quite easy but I1 just am not

interested in authors etc
10 1I cant sing

dee sanford A followupfollow studyup of springvilleSpring highville school
graduates and dropoutsdrop outs unpublished masters thesis brigham young uni-
versity provo utah 1954 173

1

1

11why

lf
versity
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TABLE 2

HIGH SCHOOL CLASSES ENJOYED THE LEAST BY THE SEMINARYSEIVUNARY DROPOUTSDROP

namenume

OUTS

of class no of responses

algebra
american problems
auto mechanics
biology
bookkeeping
chemistry
chorus
english
french
genetics
geometry
health
history
latin
literature
mathematics
physical education
ROTC 1

science
shorthand
sociology
speech
trigonometry
type
no response

1111

111

i

11111111111111111111111111111111

lllllllllllllllll11111111111111111

lllllll1111111

1111111

I

1

I1 1111111111111111111111111 I1

TOTAL

3
3
1
3
1
3
1

32
1
1
3
2

18
1
1
7
2
7
1
2
1
1
1
1

28

125

reserved officers training corps

iio11llo110lio I1 can see the purpose of working with numbers but I1 can see
no purpose in working with angles circles etceteoetee I1 must say
that this work has helped me out though I1 cannot apply it
in my daily life yet but I1 do believe that ill have use
for this sort of thing in the years to come

vpe
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1I got good grades but didnt learn anything
18 1I have had 7 teachers this year in this class and have learned

nothing
19 the teacher didnt know very much on the subject and he gave

us busy work just to pass the time of day
20 1I dont like the thought of playing army
21 theres nothing to do but take orders and it was required
22 1I dislike the teacher and she dislikes me
23 1I just cant grasp all of the conjunctions and so forth
24 the class I1 know I1 would like but the teacher made me dread

to come to class
25 nothing new the same old repetitious things verbs nouns

and pronouns
26 1I probably dislike latin because it is hard for me in reme-

mbering vocabulary and different grammar constructions
foreign language in high school offers little area to explore
and discover new and exciting things

27 1I never have had any interest in dates and places
28 1I have not paid very close attention and therefore I1 am

with the rest of the class

46

12 we have had too many different PE teachers and don get
anything out of it

13 repetitious preponderance of busy work very elementary
textbook

14 got behind at the beginning of the year and found it difficult
to understand

15 1I cant get on to it and dont get along with the teacher
16 the class is very crowded and there ieis not enough time for

maximum participation
17

lost
29 the teacher is unfair in his reasoning he wont help the

students and he gets on my nerves
30 too much busy work I1 find ancient histories of people I1

dont know useless

after reviewing some of the statements by the dropoutsdrop ofouts classes

that they liked the most and the least the following comments may be of

value

1 most of the students liked to take part in physical activities
2 the students enjoyed much class participation

3 the students wanted to be challenged

4 the students desired a feeling of accomplishment

5 the students enjoyed building things instead of pushing
a pencil all of the time

dont
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6 the students enjoyed activities which benefited them in their
daily lives

7 the students desired help with their personal problems

8 the students liked teachers who took an interest in them

9 the students liked variety in their classwork

lol10iol the students liked to express their own opinions

11 the students liked a teacher who had a sense of humor and
helped them in their classwork

12 the students wanted time to work on their lessons in class

13 the students disliked busy work

14 the students wanted to know how events dates and ancient
people applied to their lives

the writer believes that many of the criticisms are given in an

effort to justify the students own failure but undoubtedly there is a

basis for many of the statements

thelen offers this suggestion relative to the classroom and its
purpose the purpose of the classroom is to change people as a result of

their own experiences italics supplied this means that students

not just teachers should have these learning experiences in the classroom

another criticism that some of the students had was it was the

same old stuff see reason number 11. repetition is an important part

of learning but there needs to be variety and the teacher should have a

specific objective for each lesson

person said someone has said that one of our american weaknesses

hebert A thelen dynamics of groupsgrows at work chicago the uni-
versity of chicago press 1954 67

to
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is that we aim at nothing and hit it with accuracy we may not always

achieve but we should know what we are trying to do where we plan to

go 1

william H burton adds this comment

uncounted thousands of teachers proceed every day without
objectives without anything remotely approximating an ob-
jective the implicityimplicitly objective is to cover the text to
follow the course of study to go through certain motions
this is one of the most truly tragic commentaries on teacher
training and upon the intelligence of those who proceed thus
this situation undoubtedly contributes to the esteem in which
teachers and teaching are held by certain sections of the
public teachers without clear objectives cannot be other
than incompetent

the reader should not conclude that all teachers fall into the

above classification the writer believes that teachers are doing the

best job that has ever been done in the field of education but that is

not enough there is room for improvement

dugald S arbuckle in describing the ideal classroom said

there will be freedom but not license permissiveness
but not chaos tolerance and understanding but not necessarily
agreement remedial action rather than punishment and concern
with causes as well as effect obviously there are many
occasions when the teacher must act as the instructor but
the emphasis should always be on activity by the pupil rather
than by the teacher sometimes the room will be noisy
sometimes it will be quiet always there will be activity
and the air of excitement that permeates a group when all me-
mbers feel that things are being done and each individual member
can say I1 am getting things done too

peter P person an introduction to christian education
grand rapids michigan baker book house 1958 appp 676967

2

69

william H burton the guidance of learning activities new
york D appleton century co 1944 p 271

dugald S arbuckle guidance and counseling in the classroom
boston allyn and bacon inc 1957 p 159

il

teachers2without

9

2williamawilliam
71

3dugald
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arbuckle said what many of the students have tried to say and

if this is what the students desire and need many teachers have a great

challenge before them this challenge can be met through study and proper

planning of the classroom activities

highhiahelghelaheluh school grades of the seminary dropouts

no attempt was made to check the average high school grades of

the seminary graduates but it was felt worth while to compare the seminary

dropoutsdrop andouts the high school students average grades

using the same point distribution that william evraiff did which

was A 5 B 4 C 3 D 2 F a 1 the following was found the sem-

inary dropoutdrop hadout a 3.22322322 mean grade in high school and a 333 mean grade

in seminary while the regular high school students had about a 35 mean

grade the 322 and the 333 figures were arrived at by a careful tabu-

lation of all of the dropoutsdrop gradesouts where a grade was B or for

example it was considered equivalent to 4 the 35 figure was arrived

at by personal interviews with the high school counselors most of them

stated that their average grade in the high school was between a C or a

by assigning C the weighted value of 3.33333 and a B the weighted

value of 3.66366 this would make a 3.535 about the average grade of the 12

high schools involved in the study therefore the seminary dropoutdrop pos-

sibly

out

had a slightly lower grade point average than the average high

school student

illiamwilliam

evraiff1

a 51 s 41 a 31 w

ls eb

lW
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moffett did a study of seminary and non seminary students in

three high schools in utah here is one of his findings students who

take seminary tend to have a higher grade point average than the non

seminary students however the difference is not sufficient to give one

group any real advantage over the other 1

intelligence quotients of the seminary dropoutsdrop
2

outs
3

cantoni and cook in their studies found that the dropoutsdrop outs

had a lomerloverlower mean IQ than those who remained in high school until gradu-

ation in an attempt to evaluate the chances for success of the dropoutsdrop

their

outs

IQ scores were compiled if their score indicated possible diffi-

culties perhaps in the future teachers could give special attention to

the slower students and help them succeed

the validity of the tests scores that were obtained from the

high schools cannot be proven because not all tests were given to the

students at the same age or grade level and the same tests were not used

in the twelve high schools in the study the three tests which were most

frequently used were the henmon nelson the california test of mental matu

max W moffett A study of the comparison of grade point aver-
ages of seminary and non seminary students with IQ matchings at carbon
high school davis high school and ogden high school from 195119561951 1956
unpublished masters project brigham young university provo utah 195955

personnel and guid-
ance journal XXXIII may 1955 532

0
edwardedvard S cook jr how IQ figures in the dropoutdrop problemout

school executive volA 74 september 1954 p 56

intelligence quotient is closely connected with the ability to
succeed in school work

11

intelligInt ceellig

culties

lmax
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rity and the GATB with the abovementionedabove factorsmentioned plus others

the author is possibly not aware of the results were as follows

of the 210 students involved in the study IQ scores were

available for 190 the other 20 students either had no scores in their

permanent record file or the scores were so outdatedout thatdated they were

considered invalid only IQ test scores that were administered during

the last four years in high schools were used in the study

for information concerning the seminary dropoutsdrop IQouts scores

see table 3

the fact that two thirds of the seminary dropoutsdrop hadouts an IQ

of 95 or above indicated that most of them had what could be considered
2

an average IQTQ the mean IQ of the dropoutsdrop wasouts 100 as compared

to a mean IQ of 101 for seminary students in a study conducted

TABLE 3

intelligence QUOTIENT OF 190 SEMINARY DROPOUTSDROP

ototttot

OUTS

IQitoyloyio IQ atoittoiIQ IQ
above 114 105114105 95104251049525114 859485104 below94 85 total

number 30 35 61 45 19 190

per cent 15.8158 18418418.4 32.1321 23.7237 10.0100 100

the idea for this tabitablatabia and an average IQ score was taken from
dillondillons early school leavers p 3

GATB an aptitude test designed to check the studentsstudent s nu-
merical verbal and spacialspaciel aptitudes or abilities it is not an intellig-
ence test as such but by combining the three scores a G score is obtained
which is considered to be equal to an IQ score it has been found closely
related to doing well in school

harold J dillon early school leavers national child labor
committee new york 34

1

IQ

numb er

34

2

321 237 loo
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by max W moffett therefore most of these students dropped out of

seminary for some reason other than inability to do the work required of

them

the remaining one third of the seminary dropoutsdrop wouldouts possibly

need additional help from their teachers if they are going to gain the

benefits of the seminary program some teachers in the seminary system

have attempted to solve the reading problem of these slower students by

allowing them to go into the office where a faster student reads the lesson

to them if this is done it should be on a voluntary basis and a reader

that is respected by the group involved should be selected

summary

1 there are many factors which enter into a students decision

to drop out of the public schools or seminary

2 A study of dropoutsdrop includesouts the study of the students the

school the community and other factors

3 health and marital status had little if any influence on

the studentsstudents1 decision to dropoutdrop ofout seminarysemina

4

ryo

extracurricularextra activitiescurricular tend to help keep students in

high school and the same would possibly apply to seminary

max W moffett op cit moffett listed no mean IQ s in his
study but this figure was computed in the following manner the IQ s
for all of the male and one third of the female seminary students in his
study were used by using the males 156 and every third female 5 it
made almost the same number of males and females as this study 210
these students had all completed at least two years of seminary the henmendenmen
nelson and the california test of mental maturity were two of the tests
used by the schools in moffettsmoffetteMoff studyetts these two plus the GA TB were
used in this study

1

1

54
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5 the male seminary dropoutsdrop wereouts more active in track foot-

ball baseball basketball and wrestling than any other sports at the

high school

6 the female seminary dropoutsdrop wereouts more active in pep club

music pep band drama and dance than any other activities at the high

school

7 more than one third of the dropoutsdrop selectedouts physical edu-

cation or industrial arts as the class at the high school that they most

enjoyed

8 the high school classes which more than one half of the sem-

inary dropoutsdrop saidouts they liked least were english or history

9 most of the dropoutsdrop wantedouts to be actively engaged in their

classes they also wanted to know how the class applied to their life
see chapter 111IIIililii page 747

10 teachers should have specific objectives in mind and work

toward these objectives

the seminary dropoutdrop possiblyout had a slightly lower grade

point average than the average high school student

12 twotvo thirds of the seminary dropoutsdrop hadouts an IQ of 95 or

above which indicates that most of them should be able to complete the

work expected of them therefore most of the students quit seminary

for reasons other than the ability to do the work

13 in the future increased help and encouragement should be

given to those who have an IQ of 94 or less in order that they may

gain the benefits of seminary training

foot

page47

11

it

shouldbe
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CHAPTER IV

CHURCH ACTIVITY OF THE DROPOUTSDROP ANDOUTS THEIR PARENTS

purpose of religion

in the previous chapter the high school activities of the drop-

outs were considered the purpose of this chapter is to consider their

religious activities warren weaver in an article can a scientist

believe in god had this to say

science tries to answer the question how how do cells
act in the body how do you design an airplane that will fly
faster than sound how is a molecule of insulin constructed

religion by contrast tries to answer the question why
why was man created why ought I1 tell the truth why must
there be sorrow or pain or death

religion to me has two aspects it is first and fore-
most a guide to conduct second it is the theory of the moral
meaning of our existence

from weaverweavers statement one can see that the objectives of

the public school would be different from the objectives of the church or

the seminary

ducasse said this concerning some of the benefits of religion

religion can bring to the fervent devotee calm in time
of danger endurance in time of adversity courage in time
of despair self respect and dignity in time of obloquy
or frustration it can make the believer feel that the
tribulations of life are not important intrinsically but
only as exercises for and tests of the spiritual growth

barren weaver can a scientist believe in god A guide to
the religions of america new york simon and schuster 195519t5 P 159

54
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he is on earth to achieve so that the significant thing is
not whether the testtegt is difficult but whether he passes it
with a good mark

ducasse indicates that life is a testing period and that man will

be judged by the way he passes the test the prophet abraham made a sim-

ilar statement concerning the purpose of life he said

and there stood one among them that was like unto god
and he said unto those who were with him we will go down
for there is space there and we will taletaketaie of these materials
and we will make an earth whereon these may dwell

and we will prove them herewith to see if they will do
all things whatsoever the lord their god shall command them

and they who keep their first estate shall be added upon
and they who keep not their first estate shall not have glory
in the same kingdom with those who kaepkeepkcep their first estate
and they who keep their second estate shall have glory added
upon their heads for ever and ever

members of the church believe that all people had a spiritual

pre earth life and that the events spoken of by abraham took place prior

to the creation of this earth

along with the comments on the purpose of earth life bennion

stated the following concerning religion

religion teaches us the meaning and purpose of life A

major contribution of religion to our living and thinking lies
in the fact that it adds purpose and direction to life it
teaches man that he is a child of god that he came to earth
for a purpose that the intellectual moral and social gains
of mortality will survive death and go with him into an even
richer life in immortality 3

C J ducasse A philosoj2hicalphilosophical scrutiny of religion the ronald
press company new york 1953 p 144

abraham 32426 pearl of great price

lowell L bennion the religionRelirellreil ofbionziondion the latter day saints salt
laielakelale city LDS department of education igho19401.940194571.9457 p 26

estate

1

1
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according to the beliefs of the LDS church an ancient prophet

in america said but behold all things have been done in the wisdom of

him who knoweth all things adam fell that men might be and men are that

they might have joy

the joy of which nephi speaks is more than happiness happiness

is momentary but joy is everlasting if mans purpose is to have joy

then the purpose of the church and the seminary should be to help the

parents and their children gain this joy

parents of the dropoutsdrop

it
outs

would be impossible to overemphasizeover theemphasize importance of proper

parental guidance of youth david 0 mckay says

the character of the child is formed largely during the first
twelve years of his life it is estimated that in that period the
child spends sixteen times as many waking hours in the home as in
school and more than a hundred times as many hours in the home
as in the church every child is to a great degree what he is
because of the ever constant influence of homepenvironmenthome2environment and
the careful or neglectful training of parents

the lord gave joseph smith the following counsel concerning the

rearing of children

and again inasmuch as parents have children in zion
or in any of her stakes which are organized that teach them
not to understand the doctrine of repentance faith in christ
the son of the living god and of baptism and the gift of the
holy ghost by the laying on of hands when eight years old the
sin be upon the heads of the parents3parents

I1

3

nephi 22425224 book25 of mormon

2
david 0 mckay gospel ideals salt lake city an improvement

era publication 1953 p 1

doctrine and covenants 6825

i

6

3doctrine
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keeping this counsel in mind attention will now be directed to

the fathers of the dropoutsdrop

fat

outs

hersthersy church activity

in an effort to learn more about the dropoutsdrop andouts their parents

questionnaires were sent to their bishops see appendix for sample que-

stionnaire of the 210 questionnaires which were sent 166 79 per cent

were returned followupfollow lettersup and phone calls were used to get this

number of returns from these 166 questionnaires it was learned that 155

93 per cent of the fathers were members of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints with this high percentage and if the fathers were in

harmony with the church teachings most of the dropoutsdrop shouldouts have re-

ceived religious training in the home

fathersfathers8 attitude toward the church

in an effort to learn what effect the father had on the dropoutdrop

the

out

bishop was asked what the fathers attitude was toward the church

in answer to this question the bishop would have to make a value judgment

among other things he would possibly consider the persons church attend-

ance payment of tithing observance of the word of wisdom and willingness

to work in the church for this reason only those who are members of the

LDS church will be included in the bishops evaluation

ligon had this to say concerning attitudes

attitudes include our likes and dislikes our biases and
prejudices our system of values

i-

n short our real working
philosophy of ilfelifeclifelifee evidence is making it increasingly clear
that the attitudes viewe form make the difference between happi-
ness and unhappiness wholesome and unwholesome personality

ernest M ligon A greater generation new york the macmillan
company 1960 p 20020

fathers

1

1ernestbernest
corn anyp

tionnaire
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from the 155 questionnaires of LDS fathers the following

was learned 26 had an excellent attitude 30 had a good attitudeattiattl 50tudel

had a fair attitude and 32 had a poor attitude in 17 cases the attit-

ude was not indicated by the bishops this meant that 56 about 40 per

cent of the fathers were given an excellent or a good rating in attitude

and 82 about 60 per cent of them were given a fair or a poor attitude

rating for further information see table 4

fathersfathers1 church attendance

the bishops were also asked to check how often the dropoutsdrop

father

outs

attended his church meetings the result of the questionnaires that

were returned were as follows 38 regularly attended 30 occasionally

attended 26 seldom attended and 43 never attended in 18 cases the

fathers church attendance was not checked by the bishops this meant

that of the questionnaires that were checked 68 about 50 per cent of

the fathers attended their church meetings regularly or occasionally and

69 about 50 per cent attended their meetings seldom or never for fur-

ther information see table 5

fathers f office in the priesthood

advancement in the priesthood in the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints is closely connected with the male members church attend-

ance and the faithful service that is rendered from the 166 question-

naires that were returned from the bishops the following was learned about

the 155 fathers who were members of the church four held no priesthood

39 were members of the senior aaronic priesthood 64 were elders 12 were

senior aaronic priesthood is comprised of male members of the
church over 21 years of age who hold the office of deacon teacher or
priest in the aaronic priesthood

fathers 1
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seventies and 15 were high priests the priesthood of 21 of the fathers

was not checked by the bishop of the ward these figures indicate that

3 approximately 30 per cent of the fathers held no priesthood or held

only the aaronic priesthood and 91 approximately TO70 per cent of the

fathers held the melchizedek priesthood

fathersfathers1 church positions

in the book of mormon one of the standard works of the LDS

church an ancient prophet said and behold I1 tell you these things that

ye may learn wisdom that ye may learn that when ye are in the service of

your fellow beings ye are only in the service of your god because of

such scriptures it is expected that all good LDS church members will

have at least one assignment or position in the church

from the 155 questionnaires on LDS fathers it was learned

that many of the fathers had responsible positions in the church how-

ever it was also learned that of this number 96 held no church position

this meant that approximately 62 per cent of the LDS fathers of the drop-

outs were not holding any church positions

fathers r observance of the word of wisdom

another question which was asked the bishops of the dropoutsdrop

was

outs

this to the best of your knowledge how often does the father use

tea coffee tobacco or alcoholalcohols the
3

bishop was asked to check regularly

occasionally seldom or never also if the bishop felt the questions

A ward is comparable to a parish and it usually has between 600-
800 members it is presided over by a bishop and two councilorscouncillorscounci

osiah
lors

217 book of mormonomormonmormino

the3theathe reader may want to see chapter I1 under definition of terms
for more information on the word of wisdom

43

posirionsitions

2

L DS

alcohol3

2mosiah

1
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were too personal they were asked to leave them blank of the 155 que-

stionnaires which were returned there were 25 that were left blank this

left 130 that were checked of this number 66 were checked regularly 9

occasionally 9 seldom and 46 never this meant that 75 58 per cent

of the dropoutsdrop fathersouts were breaking the word of wisdom regularly or

occasionally this left 55 42 per cent of the fathers who were observobserve i

ing the word of wisdom for further information see table 6

cecil bo demille speaking at the brigham young university said

god does not contradict himself he did not create man and then as an

afterthought impose upon him a set of arbitrary irritating restrictive

rules he made man free and then gave him the commandments to keep

him free this statement could also apply to the word of wisdom as

it is referred to by members of the LDS church
i

the author feels that in some cases the father has one or more

of these habits and refrains from church activity therefore losing the

blessings which come from association with other church members

mothers church activity

of the 210 questionnaires which were sent to the bishops of the

dropoutsdrop 166outs were returned it was learned that 159 95 per cent of

the mothers were of the LDS church this should be an important factor

in helping to teach the gospel to the youth from the latter day saint

point of view

address of the eighty second annual commencement exercises fri-
day may 31 1957 by mr cecil B demille brigham young university bulle-
tin vol 54 provo utah june 15 1957 wono 17

B

or

tionnaires
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mothersmothers8 attitude toward the church

an educational bulletin said

the typical dropoutsdrop parentsouts are unimpressed with the value
of education probably the most important home connected
factor is the attitude of the parents toward the childs edu-
cation and toward the school in general A childs attitudes
are shaped largely by the feelings of his parents especially
his mother and are reinforced by the attitude of the community
italics supplied

on the other hand when parents overemphasizeover theemphasize importance
of school and make exaggerated demands for high performance the
child may rebel and wish to leave school

t-

his could possibly be true of seminary as well as the public

school the bishops rated the 159 LDS mothers and their attitude toward

the church as follows 38 had an excellent rating 44 a good rating

45 a fair rating and 24 a poor rating in eight cases no attitude rating

was listed the figures indicated that 82 better than 50 per cent had

an excellent or a good attitude rating and 69 less than 50 pe cent had

a fair or poor rating the mothers were rated better than the fathers in

attitude by the bishops for further information see table 4

mothers church attendance

the mothers church attendance was also better than the fathers

church attendance of the 159 that were rated 51 were checked as regular

church attenders 38 occasional 29 seldom and 34 never there were

seven attitude ratings left blank this meant that 89 58 per cent of

the mothers attended their meetings regularly or occasionally and that

63 42 per cent of them attended seldom or never for further information

high school dropoutsdrop outs NEA research bulletin vol 38
february 1960 13

cationand

1

5 ratin td

per
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see table 5

mothers church positions

the 159 questionnaires from the bishops revealed that many of the

LDS mothers of the seminary dropoutsdrop hadouts responsible positions in

the church however it was found that 85 about 54 per cent were hold-

ing no church positions at the time of this survey

mothers observance of the word of wisdom

the bishop was asked the same question concerning the mothersmothers1

use of tea coffee tobacco or alcohol as was asked about the fathers use

of these items here were his responses 40 used one or more of these

items regularly 15 occasionally 12 seldom and 67 never there were no

responses on 25 of the questionnaires the figures indicate that of the

134 mothers who were evaluated 55 about 40 per cent broke the word

of wisdom regularly or occasionally and 79 about 60 per cent were observ-

ing the word of wisdom the percentages were just about the opposite in

the case of the fathers when compared to the mothers the author believes

that these figures of the word of wisdom observance could be questioned

especially in the case of the mothers in the privacy of the home the

bishop may not know the number who are failing to observe the word of

wisdom in all respects for further information see table 6

mothers working outside of the home

dillon in his study of dropoutsdrop saidouts that there were approxi-

mately 35 per cent of the mothers working outside of the home in the

harold J dillon early school leavers national child labor
committee novnownewnevhewhev york po 21

1

p

1

ldes
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study of seminary dropoutsdrop itouts was found that about 40 per cent of the

LDS mothers were working outside of the home

it was interestingintcrestin to note that bhethezhe questionnaires from the

bishops revealed that more than 50 per cent of the urban droparop outsoutsroutar mothers

were working outside of the home more opportunity for employment plus

less work around the home could possibly make the difference in the two

areas

marriages of the dropoutsdrop parentsouts

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints has many temples

in the world the temples are not used for public worship but are used

as a place to perform sacred ordinances one of these ordinances is called

by the latter day saints temple marriage

the bishops 166 questionnaires revealed the following about the

parents of the dropoutsdrop thereouts were 16 couples where one of the parents j

was non LDS and one couple where both of them were non LDS of the

other 149 couples who were both members of the church the following was

found concerning their marriages 58 couples had been married in the

temple and 91 couples had not been married in the temple of the 91 couples

who were not originally married in the temple 17 had since been sealed

or married in the temple A total of 75 couples had been married in the

temple or had since been sealed in the temple this was equal to about

50 per cent of the couples having temple marriages without counting the

ones who were later sealed in the temples it was found that this figure

1
for additional information on temple marriage see chapter I1 under

definition of terms

Q

dropouts

1

intcrestin
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equaled about 40 per cent of the parents marrying in the temples

according to eberhards study this 40 per cent was the same

as the church average for the past twenty years eberhardseberhard study also

revealed that the students who graduated from the preston seminary over a

period of years had about twice as many marry in the temple he said the
32percentage

drop

of

ts

graduates who had married in the temple was 755 per cent

attitatrit

2ibidbibid

dropouts church and seminary activities

because of the important role that the parents play in molding

the lives of their children the first part of this chapter has dealt with

the parents attitudes and church activities in general the remaining por-

tion of this chapter will review the dropoutsdrop churchouts and seminary

activities

dropoutsdrop attitudeouts toward the church

A theodore tuttle in writing about the objectives of the sem-

inary system said the objectives of the seminary system center not

only in mastering subject matter but in assisting the student to live a

more christlikechrist lifelike by affecting his attitude conduct and habits 3

italics supplied

the bishops returned 166 of the questionnaires on the dropoutsdrop

but

outs

in some cases he failed to respond to all of the questions therefore

in considering the evaluation of the students the total number of responses

are not always the sameseanesaane all of these students were LDS11lds

eberhard op22 cit p 50 ibid p 106106log
3

A theodore tuttle the released time education program of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints unpublished masters thesis
stanford university palo alto 1949194 p9 120

1

it

J

11

outs
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TABLE 5

comparison OF THE SEMINARY DROPOUTSDROP ANDOUTS THEIR PARENTS

IN CHURCH attendance

church

attendance

regularly

occasionally

seldom

never

total

PARISOK OF

I1

fathers
number

26

30

50

32

138

fathers
number

38

30

26

43

2

100.01000

total
percent

27.7277

21.9219

19.0190

31431.4

100.01000

65

TABLE 4

garySARY DROPdropo 0
3 TOWARD TH

mothers

number

38

44

45

24

151

mothers
number

51

38

29

34

152

OUTSUTSots AND TO

E CHURCH

total
percent

25.1251

29.1291

29.8298

16016.0

100.01000

total
percent

33.6336

25.0250

19.1191

22.3223

100.01000

IEIRleir PARENTS

dropoutsdrop
number

outs

19

42

63

34

158

dropoutsdrop
number

outs

43

56

39

26

164

total
percent

12.0120

26.6266

39.8398

21.6216

100.01000

total
percent

26.2262

34134.1

23.8238

15.9159

100.01000

comparison SEMINARY DROPOUTS THEIR
IN ATTITUDEATTITUDJ

total
percent

18.9189

21.7217

36.2362
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137

189

217

362

277

219

314

251

291

298

336

250

223

120

266
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216
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341

238
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from the 15 dropoutsdrop whoouts were evaluated by their bishops the

following was learned in regard to the drop outsouts1 attitude toward the

church 19 had an excellent attitude 42 had a good attitude 63 had a

fair attitude 34 had a poor attitude and eight were not listed As

judged by the bishops there were 61 about 40 per cent who had an ex-

cellent or good attitude toward the church and 97 about 60 per cent who

had a fair or poor attitude toward the church this left room for improve-

ment if the objectives of the seminary as suggested by tuttle were to be

reached improvement is needed for further information see table 4

drop outs1 church attendance

from the 164 dropoutsdrop whoouts were evaluated by their bishops it was

learned that 43 of them attended their church meetings regularly 56 oc-

casionally 39 seldom and 26 never this meant that about 99 60 per

cent attended regularly or occasionally and that 65 40 per cent attended

seldom or never the church average for the aaronic priesthood vaswas 55

per cent at priesthood meeting and 52 per cent for sacrament meeting no

other figures were available but the dropoutsdrop seemedouts to be about aver-

age or a little below the church average for further information see

table 5

of the 125 questionnaires that listed the male dropoutsdrop priesth-

ood

outs

jtit was found that most of them held the office in the priesthood

which was usually held by students of their age however approximately

this information was learned through a conversation with lee
palmer assistant to the presiding bishopric of the church in salt lake
city utah on july 24 1961iggi

158

dropouts

drok221 I1

casionally
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15 per cent 21 students of the male students were deacons or held no

priesthood and if they were worthy of being advanced they should have

been teachers or priests

dropoutsdrop observanceouts of the word of wisdom

the bishops responded on 147 questionnaires when they were asked

how frequently the dropoutsdrop usedouts tea coffee tobacco or alcohol it
was found that 15 used one or more of these items regularly 22 occa-

sionally 24 seldom and 86 never this meant that 37 about 25 per cent

of the dropoutsdrop wereouts breaking the word of wisdom regularly or occa-

sionally and 110 about 75 per cent of the dropoutsdrop wereouts observing the

word of wisdom most if not all of these j7 students who were breaking

the word of wisdom regularly or occasionally know that according to the

church teachings it is wrong to partake of these items which have been

mentioned it seems that knowledge is not enough for further informa-

tion on the word of wisdom observance see table 6

john ruskin said education does not mean teaching people what

they do not know it means teaching them to behave as they do not behave

arbuckle offers this comment as a partial answer to the above

statement

one of the major findings of the past few years is evidence
to indicate that the teacher can function as a guidance worker
j in many schools functioning as a guidance worker and to be
completely effective must function as a guidance worker

A thought for today compiled from the daily deseret news
feature todays thought edited by theron C liddle deseret news press
salt lake city utah p 56

7
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TABLE 6

comparison OF THE SEMINARY DROPOUTSDROP ANDOUTS THEIR PARENTS

IN BREAKING THE WORD OF WISDOM

breaking
the word
of wisdom

regularly

occasionally

seldom

never

total

fathers

number

66

9

9

46

130

total

percent

50.8508

6.969

6.969

35435.4

100.01000

mothers

number

40

15

12

67

134

total

percent

29.8298

11.2112

9.090

50.0500

100.01000

dropoutsdrop

number

outs

15

22

24

86

14

total

percent

10.2102

15.0150

16.3163

58.5585

100.01000

68

508

354

298

112

500

102

150

163

585
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A perusal of the literature makes it quite clear that the
teacher has been accepted as a guidance worker and many articles
often based on the writers personal experiences have indicated
the need for teachers in guidance

these statements if they are true indicate to the author that

to tell a student what is right and wrong does not necessarily alter his

behavior the student must learn how to react to different situations

and still retain status with his peers before his actions are going to

be modifiedomodified

the dropoutsdrop seminaryouts activities

in the questionnaire that was sent to the dropoutsdrop outsl theyouts were

asked to tell which seminary class they enjoyed the most the least and

to list other information pertaining to their seminary experiences they

reported the following

the seminary class enjoyed the most

the 210 seminary dropoutsdrop wereouts sent questionnaires of this

number 125 of them were returned this was equal to almost a 60 per cent

return A followupfollow studyup was conducted with 10 per cent of the students

who did not reply but no significant information was gained most of the

dropoutsdrop completedouts most of the questions that were asked however this

was not true of the following question which class in seminary have you

enjoyed the most when asked this question only 80 about 65 per cent

of them responded possibly they did not enjoy any of their seminary

classes or they may have had only one class and did not feel they could

judge accurately it was found from those who did respond that most of

dugald S arbuckle review of educational research vol 24
april 1954 ppap 181187181 cited187 by andrew & downing 120 readings in

guidance lincoln nebraska university of nebraska press 1955 P 3

1dugald

63

personll
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of them enjoyed old stamenttestamentTo of the 80 responses 53 said old testa-

ment 21 said new testament five said church history and doctrine and

one said book of mormon the fact that 52 of the dropoutsdrop hadouts completed

old testament only six had completed new testament only 27 both old

testament and new testament five church history and doctrine only and

only one book of mormon it made the question invalid if these students

had graduated from seminary they could then evaluate the courses and have

it meaningful

when the dropoutsdrop wereouts asked why they enjoyed this seminary

class the most their comments were helpful no attempt was made to

report all of the reasons listed by the students for enjoying a certain

class the most however an attempt has been made to list all of the

different reasons suggested by the students for their enjoying a certain

seminary class they were

1 1I love my church and it means more to me than anything else

2 it was always a class where I1 most enjoyed myself the
discussions were always interesting and we put a lot
into one day I1 was always interested the teacher was an
exciting person he made you want to learn more and he
always had an ideal outline for each class each day

3 1I have usually had my class first in the morning and it
has always started my day out right

4 because it teaches about jesus and his teachings I1 was
always interested and it gasnwasn hard to keep up with the
rest of the class

5 it was fun and inspiring learning about our savior

most of the reasons that were listed by the students could be clas-
sified in one of the following categories good student teacher rapport
student interest in the subject or good teaching methods which were employed
by the teacher

wasnt
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6 it is the only class I1 took and I1 enjoyed it very much

7 1I enjoyed the instructor and the way he put it over

8 1I like to learn all I1 can about the bible

39 its the only one ivedvelve taken and I1 enjoyed it
10 teacher was compatible

11 1I liked the teacher

12 the teacher made it understandable

13 because of my understanding teacher

14 the teacher was well prepared to discuss the material
we read took his time on each subject to make it clear

15 the history of people interests me especially that which
is not covered so thoroughly by other sources

16 it kept me interested

17 it has benefited me more in my life
18 we had more activities within class and the new testament

is very interesting and useful

19 1I found lessons of christ beautiful andarriana interesting

20 the teacher was always prepared

21 wevieyie discussed every lesson to try and bring out all the
points with the joint effort of the class one day each
week we would leave open for discussion of any problems
points of doctrine or facts in past lessons

22 the teacher made it interesting and it wasnt quite so
boring he gave life to the class

23 the subject and teacher were more interesting than in the
others

24 the teacher provided challenging materials and I1 applied
myself

25 the teacher was real friendly and I1 learned a lot without
being bored
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for a teacher to be successful and to be of service to hi sem-

inary students he must realize this basic principle concerning the teach-

ing profession it is not what can you get but what can you give it
is not just what you say but how you live

A theodore tuttle said this about the qualifications of a

seminary teacher

A high caliber of teacher who not only teaches by precept
but by example as well the type of conduct that leads to a
happy and an abundant life A teacher qualified not only aca-
demically but also socially and personally

the seminary class enjoyed the least

if a class is to be enjoyable to seminary students it has to

have application to the students life many teachers just flood the

students with factual material and then stop with this one step in the

teaching process knowledge is important but it must have some relation-

ship to life and the students activities 2

one of the dropoutsdrop inouts telling why he had enjoyed a certain

class said it has helped in my personal problems where seminary didnt
these students want help with their problems

helen margaret had this to say there is no surer way of des-

troying the young and I1 do not mean kestorydestory faith in the young but

literally destroy them in body and mind and soul than by the posing of

questions which are never answered

tattle qppp citC pit 1830183

1

helen margaret young people starving for god america sep-
tember 15 1956 p 560560

1

enjo d

3

pattleputtieae1e

2
LDSlodos department of education seminary handbook salt lake city

church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1943 p 28
3 bevxev

americaisep

demically

app 9.9
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when the dropoutsdropoutdrop outsoutoul were asked which class thorthey enjoyed least

in seminary very few responded of the 46 who did respond 16 said

old testament 16 new testament 13 church history and doctrine and

one said book of mormon the fact that so few of them responded plus

the fact that very few of them could make a valid judgment due to their

limited number of classes they had taken it was not considered signi-

ficant by bhetheuhe writer the reasons given by the dropoutsdrop forouts liking these

classes least may be of benefit no attempt was made to list all of the

reasons that were given by the students but an attempt has been made to

list all the different reasons which were suggested by the students1 they

were

1 the teacher I1 had didnt make us do any work having no work
is boring

2 1I dont like it because of the teacher

3 too dry

4 its the same thing over and over I1 like something that
poses new challenges

5 the class taught me nothing and took up valuable time

6 too much word of wisdom I1

7 1I couldnt get along with the teacher I1 tried to come
half way with him and be friends but he told me he didnt
want me in seminary and to get out so I1 did

8 1I didnt believe in the mormon church too much

9 the teacher was too bossie

10 1I felt like I1 didnt have a very good teacher maybe if
he covered the subject more and took time on it I1 might
have been able to really understand what we were talking about

most of the reasons that were listed by the students could be clas-
sified in the following categories student teacher personality conflicts
too much repetition and poor teaching methods

students 1

it I1 s

7-0

bhe
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11 1I didnt get a good start in it
12 the same thing over and over all your life in church and

seminary

13 during last week a personality conflict developed between
teacher and myself he thought I1 was not living church
standards

14 the teacher and I1 didnt get along very good so I1 didnt
get a mark

15 old testament was more difficult to understand than new
testament because I1 had never really taken an interest in
the church before

16 it was just before lunch and seemed to drag

17 the teacher had us take notes everyday for which I1
could see no purpose

18 1I liked old testament the best I1 really enjoyed it but
you always learn about new testament

19 1I already read the new testament and didnt care for
the same old story told ten different ways

20 enjoyed the class but couldntcouldnt get along with the teacher

21 he read too much from the book didnt try to make it
as interesting as he could have and gave too many tests

22 the course wasnt at all interesting the teacher was too
emotional I1 didnt like the way the course was set up
and the grading system

23 1I find the subject of church history most fascinating but
I1 didnt like the teachers classroom methods

24 there was no variety in the teachers lessons

25 none

I1

have enjoyed them all
summary

1 science tries to answer the question how religion tries to

answer the question why

t

summ

why11
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2 members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

believe that life is a testing period and that man will be judged and

rewarded according to his actions in mortality

3 man is placed on earth to gain joy

4 the home plays the most vital role in the development of

character of any institution
5 about 95 per cent of the dropoutsdrop parentsouts were members of

the LDS church

6 what we are or will become in life depends largely upon the

attitudes that we form

7 about 40 per cent of the dropoutsdrop fathersouts were given an

excellent or good rating in attitude toward the church by the bishops

about 60 per cent of them were given a fair or poor rating

8 about 50 per cent of the dropoutsdrop fathersouts attended their

meetings regularly or occasionally and about 50 perpr cent attended their

church meetings seldom or never

9 approximately 30 per cent of the dropoutsdrop fathersouts held

no priesthood or held the senior aaronic priesthood approximately 70

per cent of the fathers held the melchizedek priesthood

10 many of the dropoutsdrop fathersouts held responsible positions

in the church but about 60 per cent of them held no church position

11 about 60 per cent of the dropoutsdrop fathersouts broke the

word of wisdom regularly or occasionally and about 40 per cent of them

observed the word of wisdom

12 the mothers of the dropoutsdrop hadouts a better attitude toward
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the church than did the fathers better than 50 per cent of the mothers

had an excellent or good rating and less than 50 per cent had a fair
or poor rating

13 the mothers of the dropoutsdrop alsoouts had better church attend-

ance than the fathers fifty eight per cent of the mothers attended

their church meetings regularly or occasionally and 42 per cent of them

attended their church meetings seldom or never

14 many mothers of the dropoutsdrop hadouts responsible positions in

the church but better than 50 per cent of them held no church positions

15 about 40 per cent of the mothers of the dropoutsdrop brokeouts

the word of wisdom regularly or occasionally about 60 per cent observed

the word of wisdom the percentages were just reversed for the fathers

about 60 per cent broke the word of wisdom regularly or occasionally

and about 40 per cent observed the word of wisdom

16 about 40 per cent of the mothers of the dropoutsdrop wereouts work-

ing outside of the home better than 50 per cent of the urban mothers

were working outside of the home

17 about 40 per cent of the parents of the dropoutsdrop wereouts ma-

rried in the temple this per cent was about the same as the church aver-

age couples sealed in the temple since they were originally married in-

creased this amount by 10 per cent

18 about 75 per cent of the preston idaho seminary graduates

were married in the temple

19 about 40 per cent of the dropoutsdrop hadouts an excellent or a

good attitude toward the churchchurchy and about 60 per cent of them had a fair
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or poor attitude toward the church

20 about 60 per cent of the dropoutsdrop attendedouts their church

meetings regularly or occasionally and 40 per cent attended them seldom

or never this was about the same or possibly a little lower than the

church average

21 all but about 15 per cent of the male dropoutsdrop heldouts the

office of the priesthood according to their age group these 15 per cent

either held no priesthood or were over aged deacons

22 about 25 per cent of the dropoutsdrop wereouts breaking the

word of wisdom regularly or occasionally and about 75 perpr cent of them

were observing the word of wisdom

23 most of the dropoutsdrop whoouts responded to the questionnaires

indicated that they enjoyed the old testament class more than any other

subject in seminary the fact that very few of them had ever had book of

mormon or church history and doctrine would make it difficult to judge

therefore the question was considered invalid

24 most students like a teacher who has a good outline inspires

them and has work for them to do

25 the teachings of the savior were enjoyed by many of the

students

26 most students like class participation

27 students like to be challenged

28 lessons to be effective must have application to the

studentstudents
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problems

30 some students disliked hearing about the word of wisdom

too frequently

31 personality conflicts caused many students to dislike

seminary

32 students dislike a teacher who is too emotional
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CHAPTER V

REASONS GIVEN FOR DROPPING SEMINARY
AND REMEDIAL suggestions

to avoid influencing the answers given by the students for having

dropped seminary the following question was asked whyiwhy are you not

presently enrolled in seminary by asking this question it was believed

that the students would respond more freely and honestly A checklistcheck

of

list
24 statements was also prepared and the students were asked to check

any of the reasons which applied to their situation it was found that

practically all of the reasons listed by the students for not being en-

rolled in seminary were also found in the checklistcheck thoselist reasons not

found in the checklistcheck whichlist were listed by the students are indicated in

appendix B

reasons most frequently checked byY the dropoutsdropdrqdra

the

outs

ten reasons most frequently checked by the dropoutsdrop forouts not

being enrolled in seminary are listed below in the order of their period-

icity
1 1I felt that other classes at the high school were more

important

2 1I had a class conflict and could not work seminary
into my schedule

3 there were too many required classes which I1 had to take
at the high school

79
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4 1I disliked the stress which was placed on journal work

5 1I would have taken seminary if we had had a seven
period day

6 1I did not learn much in seminary and lost interest
therefore I1 quit

7 1I found too much repetition in seminary sunday school
and mutual improvement association classes

8

1I see little value in religious education at the present time

9 1I plan to register for seminary next year

10 seminary was too routine and it was not enough of a
challenge

there were 24 statements in the checklistcheck onlylist ten of these have

been enumerated the other fourteen will be considered later in the

chapter

the 24 reasons in the checklistcheck werelist distributed into five cate-

gories

1 lack of sufficient interest in religious education

2 class scheduling problems that the students encountered

3 poor instructional procedures in the seminary classrooms

4 unhealthy student teacher rapport

5 influence upon the students by parents teachers or
counselors

lack of sufficient interest in religious education

with the great emphasis which is being placed on scientific know-

ledge it is no wonder that many of the students felt that other classes

this organization is often referred to as the MIA and as the
name implies it is responsible for providing wholesome instruction rec-
reation and activities for all members of the LDS church

1

g oriesorles

reation
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at the high school were more important than seminary A counselor of

one of the high schools involved in this study said some of the active

church members while counseling with me concerning their sons or daughters

registration say that they can teach them the gospel at home but that

they cannot teach them chemistry or physics the authors reply to this

would be yes they can but will they As merlyn jones the writers
missionary companion put it he who is too busy to learn more of gods

teachings is just too busy surely scientific knowledge is important

and very vital in this fast moving world but as james truslow adams said

there are obviously two educations one should teach us how to make a

living the other should teach us how to live

for further information concerning the dropoutsdrop lackouts of inter-

est in religious education see table 7

class scheduling problems encountered by the students

more than 50 per cent of the dropoutsdrop indicatedouts that they had

a class conflict and could not work seminary into their schedule about

45 per cent of the students indicated there were too many required classes

at the high school with the increased requirements for high school

graduation it gives the students fewer opportunities to register for

elective classes this is especially true where a school is operating

on a six period day

more than one third of the students indicated that if they had had

a seven period day they would have taken seminary in a followupfollow studyup

A thought for today op22 citcity p 303
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TABLE 7

TIIEtiletlle NUMBER AND PER CENT OF DROPOUTSDIROPOUTSDROPDIROP WHOOUTS SEEMED TO LACK

sufficient INTEREST IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION TO COMPLETE
ITM- THREE YEARS REQUIREDREQUIRM FOR SEMINARYSMINARY graduation

percent of
statements checked by number of students students who
students for having number of question who agreed with agreed with
dropped seminaryminaryjpe pag ra811116 the statements statements

I1 felt that other
classes at the high
school were more
important u 125 73 58458.4

presently I1 see
little value in
religious education 125 30 24024.0

at the urban high school nine out of the eleven students contacted indi-

cated they would have taken seminary if seven periods were available in

the school day bauer director of health education american medical

association had this to say maybe the school day will have to be

lengthened or schools opened on saturdays to provide the time for all edu-

cational essentials in this day when the three Rs are no longer enough 0

about 25 per cent indicated they planned to take seminary next

year see table 8 for more information pertaining to scheduling conflicts
poor instructional ocedttresproceduresiol111lol in the classroom

one of the interesting points in this survey reveals the dislike

that many of the dropoutsdrop hadvadIouts for journal work more than 35 per cent

o0 woW bauer

SE

111

TY americans physical education squeeze family
ejW chicagoe junee 2k 1961iggilogi 025

cat ional

240

ite
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TABLE 8

THE NUMBERNUIBM ANDAIMalm PER CENT OF STUDENTS WHO INDICATEDIMICATED THAT
A SCHMULINGscheduling PROBLEM PLAYEDPLAYIM A VITAL PART IN THEIR

DROPPING SEMINARYISMINARY

percent of students
who agreed with
the statements

statements checked
by students for
having dropped
seminary

nonounow of students
nonoo of who agreed

questionnaires with the
returned statements

I1 had a class conflict
and could not register
for seminary 125

there were too many
required classes at
the high scholloschooloschool 125

if we had a seven
period day I1 would
have taken seminaryoseminaryseminariosemina 125ryo

I1 plan to register
for seminary next yearoyearbearo 125

65

57

45

29

520052052.0

45645.6

36.0360

23.2232

twenty seven of the 45 were from the urban seminary where they
had a six period day this number represents 50 per cent of the 54514 drop-
outs who responded from the urban seminary

of the students agreed that too much stress was being placed on journal

work which they disliked of the 47 students who disliked journal work

40 of them were boysboysoboeso from personal interviews with other teachers and

from the writers experience in teaching he has found that girls are gen-

erally better penmen and typists than are boysoboysboeso neatness and completeness

are onan important part of the grade given on journals 0 As boys generally

are not as neat some of them have a dislike for journal work

456

360

232

520
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1 3
in studies made by phillipsphilFhil andlips eaton arnholter mack and

4
bledsoe they have found that there were more dropoutsdrop amongouts the boys

than the girls bledsoesBled studysoes of about 2000 students enrolled in

high school where the number of boys was about equal to the number of

girls revealed that 59 per cent of the dropoutsdrop wereouts boys this was

an excess of 8.989 in expected per cent the boys in the seminary study

equalledequal approximatelyled 75 perpr cent of the dropoutsdrop thisouts was much

higher than the studies that were just mentioned

ernest ligon director of the union college character research

project at schenectady new york said that one of the reasons for more

church activity among women than men is that they are more idealistic
6

and the men are more realistic s

beeman N phillips and merril to eaton holding power of the
schools of indiana bulletin of the national association of secondarySecon
school

daezdaiz
principals XXXIX may 1955 PP 414541

1

45

2
bbhelwyne G arnholter school persistence and personality

factors personnel and guidance journal XXXV october 19561956y ppap 107-
109

A russell mack A study of dropoutsdrop outspouts national association
of secondary school principals bulletin XXXVIII february 1954 ppap
W

joseph C bledsoe an investigation of six correlates of
student withdrawal from high school journal of educational research
LIII september 1959 363

ibid

6

p 4

6
character research workshop held february ll1111 1961 in the

lafayette elementary school salt lake city utah

2

5

1beeman T

princ 9.9

2ethelwyne

3

49 51-

4

89

october
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if ligons statement is true and if girls enjoy journal work more than

boys these could be contributing factors for more girls remaining in

seminary than boys

in a conversation with boyd K packer the author asked him what

he thought of journal work in the seminary program he said the journal

should be a servant in the instruction program and not the master A tool

not the tool possibly too much emphasis is being placed on keeping neat

journals which are corrected at the end of each quarter rather than as a

source which the students can turn to when information is needed if more

teachers allowed open journal tests this may increase the value of an

accurate journal

another important lesson learned from this study was more
x

students dropped seminary because of the teachers poor methods of pre-

sentation rather than his lack of knowledge an important attribute of

a successful seminary teacher is his ability to help the students to want

to practice the gospel principles knowledge is potential power but

not power in itself for further information concerning the dropoutsdrop

feelings

outs

on instructional procedure in the classroom see table 9

unhealthyUnheal studenttv teacher rapportraportruport
one of the most important conditions necessary in a classroom

situation is good rapport between the teacher and the students this is

especially important in religious instruction if love and harmony do not

prevail the guiding influence of the lord cannot be present if the

boyd K packer is one of the general supervisors of the church
department of education of the LDS church conversation took place july
13 1961 in provo utah

nt
3

13p

sentation
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TABLE 9

THE NUMBERNUNBERrumber ANDAM PER CENTCM OF DROPOUTSDROP WHOOUTS FELT THAT POOR

instructional procedures WEREWIRRE instrumental IN THEIR
DECISION TO DROP SEMINARY

statements checked
by students for
having dropped
seminary

no of
question-
naires
returned

no of students
who agreed
with the
statements

percent of
students who
agreed with
statements

too much stress was
placed on journal
work 125

I1 did not learnleam much
in seminary and lost
interest 125

I1 found too much re-
petition in seminary
sunday school and the
MIA 125

seminary was too
routine and it was
not enough of a
challenge 125

the teacher did not
inspire me with
his lessons 125

there was too much
negative teaching

o-

r what not to do in-
stead of what to do 125

discipline was bad and
too much time was wasted 125

the teacher talked too
much and would not
let us discuss our
problems 125

the teacher was lacking
in knowledge of the
subject 125

47

43

36

27

24

22

18

16

4

37.6376

34434.4

28.8288

21.6216

19.2192

17.6176

144

128

3.232

144

376

344

288

216

192

176

32
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spirit of the lord is not present from an LDS point of view it is

almost impossible to teach the gospel

some teachers because of their zeal to teach the gospel attempt

to transmit their philosophy upon the students it is necessary for the

students to receive their own spiritual experiences before they can fully

appreciate the gospel other teachers in attempting to get close to the

students become one of the students it is important to be one with the

students but not one of the students students lose respect for a teacher

who becomes too intimate for further information concerning the part that

unhealthy student teacher rapport played in students dropping seminary see

table 10

influence upon the students by parentsrentsRi
teachers or counselors

both parents and teachers have a great responsibility in the edu-

cation of the youth of today no other institution influences young

people more than the home ligon has this to say concerning the import-

ant role that the home plays in the life of the children

one thing is certain we shall never do effective character
education without the home probably the most significant
finding of the character education inquiry directed by
hartshorne and may was the high correlation between the moral
concepts of children and their parents as opposed to the near
zero correlation between children and their teachers

david 0 mckay president of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints said this about the home

church schools sunday schools mutual improvement associations
and primary are all helps in governmentgo establishedverment here to

ernest M ligon A greater generation new york the macmillan
company 1960 p 107
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TABLE 10

THE NUMBERYMERysermser AND PER CENT OF STUDENTS WHO INDICATED THAT
AN UNHEALTHY STUDENT TEACHER RAPPORT PLAYED A VITAL

PART IN THEIR DROPPING SEMINARY

statements checked no of
by students for question
having dropped nairesbaires
skrainarseminaryserainar returned

no

stat

of

caep&s

students

statements

who

I1

agreed

did

with

not

the

feel

statements

at

percent

home

of

in

students

the

who

seminary

agreed

class

with

so

the

I1 dropped out of 125
seminary

I1 could not get along with
the teacher therefore
I1 quit seminary 125

the teacher did not
understand me andana
we could not get along
in seminary 125

the teacher would not
heldheliheltheitheid mem6ma with my
problems 125

the teacher had manner-
isms which were annoy-
ing such as rubbing his
face or pacing the
floor 125

1I did not work in the
seminary class and
was asked to leave 125

26

20

18

10

7

6

20.8208

16016.0

14414.4

8.080

5.656

484.8

88

studentsfor

s

y

208

80

56

48
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assist in the up building and guidance of the youth but
none of these great and important factors as they are in
the lives of our youth

c-

an supplant the permanence and
the influence of the parents in the home

it is essential that parents recognize their rightful place in

the rearing of their children the seminary cannot take the place of the

home therefore it is necessary that there be a close working relation-

ship between these two institutions

of the reasons checked by students for not being enrolled in

seminary about 13 per cent of the dropoutsdrop feltouts that they had been

forced into seminary therefore they quit when the opportunity arose

this would not necessarily have been parental or teacher forced it could

have been group pressure which was brought to bear on the students

when students of three seminaries in northern utah were asked to

give reasons for enrolling in seminary two of the students listed the

following one student said school and public opinion demand seminary

enrollment another said cause I1 took it last year and dont want to

waste a years work because people think you are not a good church member
p

if you dont take seminary

although there were very few such statements it does indicate

that there are some students who yield to public pressure and enroll in

seminary against their own desires another student who enrolled because

david 0 mckay gospel ideals salt lake city the improvement
era publications 1953 p 485

2
jean H waite A study of the reasons high school students enroll

in LDS seminaries unpublished thesis utah state university logan
utah 1958 p 35

1

12

1 go 1 idealss ef5
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of pressure from parents or elsewhere had this to say I1 was given no

choice but it soon became one of my most enjoyable classes and I1 am

certainly glad I1 enrolled

ibidoyihidoy po

about 6 per cent of the dropoutsdrop whoouts responded to the question-

naires indicated that a counselor or a teacher had suggested another class

rather than seminary some of these students possibly needed the credit

for high school graduation therefore this recommendation was given

the drop outsouts1 responses indicate that most of the parents were

in favor of their son or daughter remaining in seminary of the 125

responses only one indicated that his parents had discouraged him from

registering for seminary for further information concerning this subject

see table 11

how the seminary progeprogramprqge couldbecouldveCould improvedBe

along with asking the dropoutsdrop whyouts they were not enrolled in

seminary they were asked the following how could the seminary program

be improved many of the students left this question blank others said

seminary was satisfactory others told of things that they disliked in

the seminary program without giving any constructive recommendations

nevertheless some of the students evidently gave this question serious

thought and suggested possible improvements no attempt has been made to

list all of the comments however any ideas which tended to give insight

into the problem of dropoutsdrop andouts ways of improving the seminary program

have been included listed below are the drop outsouts1 recommendations

1
ibid p 38

dropouts

dropouts
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TABLE 11

THEtee NUMBER AND PER CENT OF DROPOUTSDROP WHOOUTS INDICATED
THAT THEIR PARENTS TEACHERS CR counselors HAD PLAYED
AN IMPORTANT PART IN THEIR DECISION TO DROP SEMINARY

statements checked by number of number of students per cent of
students for having question who agreed with students who agreed
dropped seminary nairesbaires returned the statements with the statements

I1 was forced into
seminary and quit
when the opportunity
came 125

mynbofye counselor or teacher
suggested another class
rather than seminary 125

my parents discouraged
me from registering
for seminary 125

16 12.8128

8 646.4

1 .0808

no spelling or punctuation corrections have been made

1 make seminary more of a challenge so that you can learn
make lessons more interesting

2 have more class discussions and less journal work I1
feel that I1 learned more from the discussions

3 1I guess that it wont do any good to say this but
if they would talk to mr about embarrassing
us in front of the rest of the class when its not
required to be said he finds the most sex of the
bible to teach us instead of teaching any other part
of the bible I1 would gladly finish seminary next
year if they give a class in church history
because the way is I1 wontvont take it from him
you might think I1 havehav9hava doneaone something to be embarrassed
but I1 havent the way he does it I1 know I1 smoke quite
a bit and am breaking away from that habit I1 dont
get embarrassed when he says something about smoking

F

done

128

64

08
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because it Is true I1 do but when he goes deeper than
that then I1 am through

4 if the teacher would not make such an issue of
drinking and smoking he made me feel as though
you were a criminal if you touched these things
but not such an issue was made of immorality lieingliebing
etc I1 really enjoyed church history but I1 feel
because of personal feeling toward me by the teacher
he told me if I1 didnt quit associating with a certain
person and using cigarettes he wouldntwouldn1wouldnt give me my

credit I1 feel this was unfair and I1 should have been
given credit for what I1 did

what I1 would like to know is why he told some
people these things and yet he graduated students who
smoke all the time some of these people I1 associated
with all the time I1 feel that he was unfair in certain
respects

I1 feel seminary should be a religious class not
a sex class

5 cut out the music at the first of the class let the
teacher tell us more bible stories

6 the problem of smoking and drinking is stressed to
much it seems like when you go to church that is
all you hear

when a person is trying to quit these bad habits
and go to church they bring up these things and dis-
courage the person who is trying to quit smoking and
drinking it makes an uneasy feeling and a feeling
that he does not belong there I1 no that these things
are true because my dad smokes and he will not go to
priesthood because some of these people think that
they are so damn nice and think they own the world
and know it all why dont these people live and
let live

7 1I think it could be improved by lessening the journal
work or at least not counting so highly upon the grade
you get on it too many students copy others journals
therefore they might get a better grade than one who
does his honest share dont get me wrong I1 do condone
journal work however tests get the down to earth facts
about your knowledge on any subject while putting a
journal together does not test your true ability to
comprehend material other than this fact seminary
is exactly what it should be in my estimation I1 did
enjoy it even though I1 was a goof off in class at times

is butl
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8 1I feel that the teacher should try to understand all
students and their problems visual aids should be
used more often also if the teacher is well informed
on the subject being discussed he will be better re-
spected by the more intelligent pupils and also can
hold the class attention and therefore wont have a
discipline problem

9 there should be more teaching and less preaching

10 there should be a period now and then to answer questions

11 more variety in the way its taught

u-

se psychology

12 more activities less talks by students

13 more guest speakers less busy work

14 maybe the program is okey but the song and theme
takes too much time

15 if others would volunteer instead of the same ones
all the time

16 1I think journal work is a good thing for learning the
basic facts and ideas but the work should be cut down
and discussion given more time when I1 took old testa-
ment we discussed every lesson to try and bring out all
the points with the joint effort of the class one day
each week we would have open discussion of any problems
points or doctrine or facts in past lessons the class
was much more enjoyable and it gave me a greater under-
standing

17 1I dont think they should get mad at someone who stands
for what he thinks is right even if it isnt

18 better teachers that arent so religious not long faced

19 new ideas both points of view more research

20 by teaching new testament first because it is more interesting

21 not stress word of wisdom its not that important

22 not so much busyworkbusy butwork more class discussion

23 let the students voice their opinion and not make the
teachers so narrowmindednarrow aboutminded their religion
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24 1I felt that when a student asked a question it was
sometimes ignored so therefore I1 began to
disbelieve and I1 didnt like the class I1 dont
like teachers who beat around the bush when they
dont know something instead of coming out and
saying they dont

one of the students comment number two indicated a pref

aranceerance for more discussions and less journal work bennett says this con-

cerning discussions

in the group discussion there is a greater degree of
involvement on the part of the individual than there is in
a lecture situation and consequently the greater likelihood
of dislodging existing patterns of response and making way
for exposure to new patterns

although members participated in a discussion as com-
ponents of a group the decision in the experiments which
were conducted did not involve group action ratherbather the
members were deciding through the group process howhaw they
were going to act as individuals

the changes in attitudes brought about through group dis-
cussion are not achieved by the application of outside pres-
sure but through the removing of counterforcescounter withinforces the
individual 1

many students rebel at being told how they should conduct their

lives if they can arrive at the same decision through class discussion

with other students the chances are much better that they will heed the

counsel

the student who made comment number three felt that the teacher

embarrassed him in the classroom he felt that this was not necessary

under the conditions gessell offered this word of advice

1
margaret E pennett guidance in groups new york mcgraw

hill book co 1955 p 107

through
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but there is another kind of communication which is purely
incidental which depends upon the vitality of the teacher and
the latent responsiveness of the group of individuals A vital
teacher is one who has a knack for reaching individuals without
singling them out she depends upon the spur of psychological
moments to drop a hint to make a shrewd suggestion to add a
dash of humor or friendly irony and to register her own sincere
reactions of surprise wonderment seriousness and approval
such a teacher demonstrates one of the profound paradoxes of
psychological growth 1 italics supplied

another student felt that the teachers should try to under-

stand the students and their problems gessell had this suggestion on

understanding students

our data gained directly from the pupils themselves in-
dicate that they generally prefer a teacher who knows how to
teach and who is consistent in discipline they are not look-
ing for an indulgent teacher although they prize a sense of
humor and they wishvish to be understood they try to understand
themselves but a perceptive and sympathetic teacher can give
them much help through the very manner in which she conducts
her work from day to day and through the considerateness
which she bestowsbestons on their patterns of maturity italics
supplied

the student who made comment number sixteen suggested that the

journal work should be cut down and that one day a week should be used

in discussion of student problems the church has this to say on the

subject

personal guidance both in and out of the classroom has
been emphasized as one of the major responsibilities of seminary
teachers seminary teachers receive special instruction in
counseling and guidance which gives them an insight into and
an understanding of the problems of youth in an effort to
meet the needs of the students the curriculum is centered with-
in the scope of experience of this particular age group

arnold gessell francis L ilg louise B ames youth the years
from ten to sixteen new york harper and brothers publishers p 455

id ppap 454455
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the basic philosophy underlying this trend is that subject
matter has value only insofar as it affects the faith attitude
conduct and life of the student the center of interest there-
fore is the student himself the educational process begins
with the student material from books teacherteachers and the
students own experiences serve to promote the process of learn-
ing biblical and other sacred scriptures are the basic source
materials used to guide the students in meeting lifes prob-
lems italics supplied

y

this statement indicates that the student not the subject ma-

terial should be the important concern of the teacher the subject ma-

terial is important only insofar as it helps the students bower offers

this suggestion the ultimate criterion by which every institution and

process be it industrial political social or religious must be
2

judged is its effect upon the self realization of persons

summary

1 the reason most frequently checked by dropoutsdrop forouts not

being enrolled in seminary was that they felt other classes at the high

school were more important than seminary this was checked by almost

60 per cent of the dropoutsdrop whoouts responded

2 the second most frequently checked statement was that they

had a class conflict and could not work seminary into their schedule more

than 50 perpr cent of the students who returned the questionnaire marked

this reason

3 about 45 per cent of the dropoutsdrop indicatedouts that there were

too many classes at the high school which they were required to take

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints unified church
school system announcement of program 1959601959 department60 of education
380 maeser building provo utah p 33

william claybonclayton bower the curriculum of religious education
new york charles scribners sons 1925 p 39

teachersl

materials

112
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the students of the urban seminary with only a sixgix period day checked

this more frequently than did the students of the rural seminaries where

many offered a seven period day

4 the fourth most frequently checked reason for not being en-

rolled in seminary was that there was too much stress placed on journal

work which the dropoutsdrop dislikedouts more than 35 per cent of these

students checked this statement of the students involved in this study

about 75 per cent of them were boys and from personal interviews with

many of the teachers it was found that they were generally not as careful

in their journal work as the girls this could be an important factor for

their dislike of the stress placed on journal work

5 the fifth most frequently checked statement was that if they

had had a seven period day they would have taken seminary thirty six

per cent of the students checked this statement as a reason for not being

enrolled in seminary of the 45 students who checked this reason 27

of them were from the urban seminary these 27 students represented 50

per cent of the dropoutsdrop whoouts returned questionnaires from the urban sem-

inary As previously mentioned the urban seminary has a six period day

and many of the rural students have a seven period day

6 the only other statement which received a vote of over one

third of the dropoutsdrop forouts their not being enrolled in seminary was the

following I1 did not learn much in seminary therefore I1 quit this

reason was given by almost 35 perpei cent of the dropoutsdrop theouts fact that

this was checked by more than one third of the students requires urtherfurtherfl

study and improvement on the part of the seminary program if it is going
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to retain these dropoutsdrop

7

outs

about 25 per cent of the students indicated that they

planned to register for seminary next year

8 other students suggested that seminary was too repetitious

routine and at the present they saw little need for religious edu-

cation students like variety

9 some felt that the seminary program could be improved by

more discussions

10 students dislike being embarrassed before their classmates

11 others felt that the word of wisdom or sex were discussed

too frequently

12 some students felt that the devotional exercises were

not as profitable as they could have been

13 one student suggested that too many students copy

journals and the person who does not Is penalized for his honesty he

felt that some journal work was good but he felt it should have less

weight in determining the seminary grade

14 teachers should try to understand the students and their

problems and attempt to help them

15 there should be more teaching and less preaching

16 students desire to express their own opinions without

being called down if it differs from the teachersteacherteachertsteach thinking

17 students like a teacher who has a sense of humor and Is

not long faced

18 students dislike teachers who beat around the bush when

they do not know the answer

bemore

erts
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY conclusions AND recommendations

need for the study

public educators are recognizing more each year the benefits

of conducting studies pertaining to dropoutsdrop throughouts their findings

they are able to improve the curriculum and improve the holding power

of the schools the public educators are primarily concerned with pre-

paring man for this life while the religious educators are attempting

to prepare man for eternity there have been many studies pertaining

to the public school dropoutsdrop butouts this is the first one concerning

seminary dropoutsdrop

purpose

outs

of thethl study

the purpose of this study has been to determine why some

members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints drop out of

seminary before completing the three years required for graduation

after learning some of the reasons for students dropping out it is

important that recommendations be made to the LDS department of edu-

cation of changes which should be enacted to increase the enrollment and

enhance the seminary program of the church

dellmltltionsdelimitationslimitationsDe of the study

this study included members of the LDS church who were at the

adjacent high schools during the 1960611960 school61 year who had had two

99

for

the
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weeks or more of seminary training had not graduated from the seminary

and

0

were not enrolled in seminary at the time

there were 210 students involved in the study of this number

158 75 per cent were males and 52 25 per cent were females the

study included the dropoutsdrop fromouts eleven seminaries in the south central

utah district and one seminary in the ogden area this gave a sampling

of both rural and urban students for the study

one of the limiting factors in the study was that not every

dropoutdrop returnedout his questionnaire of the 210 dropoutsdrop inouts the study

125 about 60 per cent completed and returned the questionnaires

another limiting factor was that only dropoutsdrop andouts their parents were

included in the study no comparative study was made of seminary

graduates and there was very little information available

other limiting factors were the number of students in the

study and the difficulty encountered in finding the real reasons for the

students dropping seminary many of the students did not say why they

had quit the class

method of research

the names and addresses of the seminary dropoutsdrop andouts their

bishops were obtained from the twelve seminary principals through

talking with seminary teachers and some dropoutdrop studentsout in the orem

area a two page questionnaire was prepared this questionnaire was

sent to the 210 dropoutsdrop inouts the study and 125 about 60 per cent

students completed and returned it in the self addressed envelopes which

were provided
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another method used for obtaining data on thet6ta dropoutsdrop wasouts by

visiting the twelve high schools in the study the permanent records

were made available to the writer and the principals and counselors were

very generous with their assistance

the third method of research was conducted by mailing a

questionnaire or questionnaires to each of the 6 bishops who had drop-

outs in their wards the purpose of this questionnaire was to obtain

information on the dropoutsdrop andouts their parents in regards to their church

attendance church attitude and church activity

findings

through reviewing the literature on the public school drop-

outs the reasons for students dropping out of school could possibly

be listed under one of the following

1 inability to do required work
2 poor health of the student or a member of the family
3 disinterest in or the dislike of school
4 lack of money
5 marriage

the findings on the seminary dropoutsdrop inouts this study are the

following

profile of the seminarySemina dropoutdrop

1

out

physical health or marriage played no significant role

in the students decision to drop out of seminary

2 according to the high school principals or counselors

less than 45 per cent of the dropoutsdrop participatedouts in athletics or extra-

curricular activities regularly or occasionally

3 the extracurricularextra activitiescurricular of the boys were track foot

76

Ky
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ball baseball basketball and wrestling in that order

4 the extracurricularextra activitiescurricular of the girls were pep club

music pep band drama and dance in that order

5 A combination of the boys and girls responses showed

that hunting fishing swimming dancing and basketball in that order

were the favorites the fact that 75 PQ cent of the dropoutsdrop wereouts

boys would influence the responses considerably

6 better than one third of the seminary dropoutsdrop

enjoyed

outs

physical education or industrial arts at the high schools

7 better than one half of the students disliked english

or history at the high schools

8 the dropoutsdrop seemedouts to like physical activities class

participation and to be challenged

9 the dropoutsdrop desireouts a feeling of accomplishment and

they want help with their personal problems

10 the dropoutsdrop likeouts a teacher who has a sense of humor

helps them with their classwork and has variety in his lessons

11 the dropoutsdrop dislikeouts busy work studies which do not

apply to their lives and teachers who will not allow them to express

their own opinions

12 about 95 per cent of the dropoutsdrop parentsouts were members

of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

13 about 40 per cent of the fathers of the dropoutsdrop wereouts

given an excellent or a good rating in attitude toward the church about

60 per cent of the fathers were given a fair or a poor rating in

per
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attitude about 50 per cent of the mothers were rated excellent or

good and about 50 per cent were rated fair or poor the dropoutsdrop

were

outs

rated about the same as the fathers

14 approximately 50 per cent of the fathers of the dropoutsdrop

attended

outs

their church meetings regularly or occasionally and 50 per cent

of them attended seldom or never the mothers and the dropoutsdrop attendedouts

about 60 per cent and 40 per cent respectively

15 approximately 30 per cent of the fathers of the dropoutsdrop

held

outs

the aaronic priesthood or no priesthood and 70 per cent held the

melchizedek priesthood most of the male dropoutsdrop heldouts the office

in the priesthood which was held by students of their age

16 many of the fathers of the dropoutsdrop heldouts responsible

positions in the church but about 60 per cent held no church positions

many of the mothers also held responsible positions in the church but

about 0 per cent held no church positions

17 about 60 per cent of fathers of the dropoutsdrop wereouts breaking

the word of wisdom regularly or occasionally and about 40 per cent were

observing the word of wisdom about 40 per cent of the mothers were

breaking the word of wisdom regularly or occasionally and about 60 per

cent of them were observing the word of wisdom about 25 per cent of

the dropoutsdrop wereouts breaking the word ofwisdomof regularlyWisdom or occasionally

and about 75 per cent were observing the word of wisdom

18 it was learned that about UO40 per cent of the mothers of the

dropoutsdrop wereouts working outside of the home

50

of
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19 about 40 per cent of the LDS parents were married in

the temple and another 10 per cent of them had since been sealed in the

temple this was about the same as the church average

20 little was learned about which seminary class the drop-

out enjoyed the most or the least because only a few of them had had more

than one class also only a few students responded to these two ques-

tions

21 most of the reasons that were listed by the seminary drop-

outs for enjoying a certain seminary class could be classified in one

of the following catagoriescategoriescata goodgories student teacher rapport student

interest in the subject or good teaching methods which were employed by

the teacher

24 most of the reasons that were listed by the seminary drop-

out for not enjoying a certain seminary class could be classified in one

of the following catagoriescatagorlescategoriescata studentgoriesgorlesgonies teacher personality conflicts

too much repetition and poor teaching methods

reasons for dropping seminary

1 the ten reasons most frequently checked by the dropoutsdrop

for

outs

not being enrolled in seminary and the per cent of students who

checked yes to these statements were as follows

a I1 felt that other classes at the high school were more
important about 60 per cent

b I1 had a class conflict and could not work seminary
into my schedule about 50 per cent

c there were too many required classes which I1 had to
take at the high school about 45 per cent
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d I1 disliked the stress which was placed on journal
work about 40 per cent

e I1 would have taken seminary if we had had a seven
period day about 35 per cent

f I1 did not learn much in seminary and lost interest
therefore I1 quit about 35 per cent

g I1 found too much repetition in seminary sunday
school and mutual improvement association classes
about 30 per cent

h I1 see little value in religious education at the
present time about 25 per cent

i I1 plan to register for seminary next year about
25 per cent

j seminary was too routine and it was not enough
of a challenge about 20 per cent

2 very few students four indicated that they dropped

seminary because their teachers were lacking knowledge of the subject

3 only one student indicated that his parents had discouraged

him from registering for seminary

4 the seminary dropoutsdrop possiblyouts had a slightly lower

grade point average in high school and seminary than the average

high school studtstudtttstuddt1t

5 the seminary drop oatsotts had a mean IQ of 100 compared

to a mean IQ of 101 for seminary studentsatudentsatu indents three high schools in

the state of utah two thirds of the dropoutsdrop hadouts an IQ of 95 or

better
6 some of the dropoutsdrop feltouts that the seminary could be

improved in the following ways

W

W

tt
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a have more discussions and less journal work

b some students felt that their teachers were dis-
cussing the word of wisdom and sex too frequently

c other students felt that seminary was too repetitious
and routine the students like variety

d students dislike to be embarrassed

e some students felt time was being wasted during
devotional exercises

f another student felt that the person who did not
copy his journal work from someone else was being
penalized for his honesty

g teachers should try to understand their students and
their problems

h there should be more teaching and less preaching

i students want to feel free to express their own
opinions

j students like teachers who will admit it if they do
not know an answer

conclusionsconclusi
1 many of the students who are not enrolled in seminary would

like to be enrolled but because of the increased state requirements it
was difficult for many of the students to take seminary and some of the

other electives that they desired and still graduate from high school

in the normal number of years this was especially true where the students

had only a six period day

2 the boys are at an age where they feel very independent and

do not sense the need of religious education as strongly as the girls

3 many of the students disliked the stress which was placed on

journal work and felt that this could be reduced by more class discussion

and less written work this was especially true of the boys

W
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4 some of the dropoutsdrop feltouts that their time could be more

profitably spent in another class rather than seminary

5 in order for a class to be interesting it has to have variety

offer a challenge and apply to the students life today the students

want help with their present day problems

6 some teachers have the ability to appeal to students much

more than other teachers knowledge of the subject is not enough the

teacher must be able to transmit the knowledge to the student and help

him to apply it in his own life
7 some of the students plan to register for seminary next

year it would be difficult to learn what per cent of them follow through

with their plans without a followupfollow studyup

8 if the students desire to take seminary many of the excuses

offered by the students for not being enrolled in seminary were not valid

9 many of the teachers are not recognizing the individual

differences of their students they are attempting to fit every student

into the same mold

10 where there is only one teacher at a seminary sometimes

personality conflicts develop and some of the students refuse to take

seminary from that particular teacher

11 most of the dropoutsdrop hadouts an IQ which was high enough for

them to complete the seminary work that was required of them therefore

they dropped seminary for reasons other than the inability to do the work

12 the attitude of the parents in the home influenced the lives

of the students more than any other single factor

t
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13 there is a need for more followupfollow studiesup of seminary

graduates and dropoutsdrop byouts conducting these studies the seminary

program can be tailored to fit the students needs

jrecommendat ionslons

1 it is recommended that teachers who appeal to boys be

selected for the seminary work because the boys tend to drop out of

seminary more than the girls

2 it is recommended that the seminary journal be used as

an aid to the students rather than as a burden to them too much time

is being spent in preparing a neat journal for the teacher instead of a

usable journal for the student

3 it is recommendedcommended that the teachers recognize the students

needs and gear their lessons accordingly this can be accomplished by

a personal interview the question box or asking the students what they

would like to learnleam from the course

4 it is recommended that teachers submit successful individual

projects which have been conducted by their students to the office for

disdibdisseminationsemination throughout the system

5 it is recommended that students be given more guidance in

proper conduct in worthwhileworth activitieswhile rather than telling them what

they should not do this could be done by presenting situations in life

and as a group decide on the best conduct in meeting these problems

and still retain respect and prestige with the group

6 it Is recommended that the seminaries present more sacrament

meeting programs in the wards this can be of service to the ward members

recommendations

re
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as well as a method of advertising the benefits of seminary training to

all of the members of the church

7 it is recommended that the teachers be allowed to visit
other seminaries more frequently to get new ideas in teaching methods and

activities
8 it is recommended that the department of education offer

more courses in counseling and guidance which deal specifically with the

seminary students problems and how to help the students solve them

9 it is recommended that a study be conducted among the students

and parents of the state of utah to determine the advisability of the

schools shifting to a seven period day most of the principals and

superintendents who are operating on a seven period day are very much

in favor of it this would allow the students to register for more

elective classes at the high school as well as complete their seminary

training the schools were made for the students not the students for

the schools

10 it is recommended that more followupfollow studiesup be conducted

in the seminary system on seminary graduates and non graduates drop outs

through the information gained the seminary could emphasize the things

which the students felt were most important to them during their high

school days

11 it is also recommended that a study be made to evaluate the

seminary experience as a preparation for missionary service this study

would involve returned missionaries who had taken seminary classes as

well as those who had not
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BELOW IS A LIST OF SOME OF THE STUDIES pertaining TO THE SEMINARY PROGRAM

OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTERDAYLATTER SAINTSDAY

anderson wilson kay A study of general and religious problems of
tenth eleventh and twelfth grade seminary students
unpublished masters thesis brigham young university
provo utah 1957

berrett lyman G A proposed public relations program for the
southern california district latter day saint seminaries
unpublished masters thesis the university of southern
california los angeles 1955

bradford donald H A descriptive study of discipline problems
and methods of classroom control within selected LDS

seminaries unpublished masters thesis utah state
university logan utah 1959

christensen linford A study of the place of the extra class
activity program in the LDS seminaries unpublished
masters thesis brigham young university provo utah
1954

christensen ortho A study to determine the ten most serious
problems of LDS seminary students and what the seminary
is doing boto help students meet these problems unpublished
masters thesis utah state agricultural college logan utah
1954

dunn paul harold A proposed accounting system for the southern
california seminaries unpublished masters project the
university of southern california los angeles 1954

eberhard ernest jrJI A followupfollow studyup of the graduates of the
seminary of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
at preston idaho unpublished masters thesis brigham
young university provo utah 1959

fugal john paul an analysis of the development and use of
objectives for the seminary teachers of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints unpublished masters thesis
brigham young university provo utah 1959-
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unpublished masters thesis brigham

oungung university provo utah 1956

haskins archie A proposal for student body organization in the
LDS seminaries in southern california unpublished masters
thesis the university of southern californiaCalifor losnial angeles
195

hobbs charles R an experimental study of selected group guidance
techniques in the seminary classroom unpublished masters
thesis brigham young university provo utah 1958

johnson james wallace A comparison of self perceived religious
problems of ninth and twelfth grade seminary students
unpublished masters thesis brigham young university provo
utah 1956

jones A E A study of the results of seminary teaching upon the
activities of students who attend unpublished masters
thesis utah state agricultural college logan utah 1925

jones ray L A handbook for teachers entering the los angeles
latter day saint seminaries unpublished masters thesis
the university of southern california los angeles 1952

A study of the principalship in the seminaries of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints unpublished
doctoral dissertation the university of southern california
los angeles 1956

jorgensen leroy I1 weekday religious education on released time
and the history of the south cache seminary unpublished
masters thesis utah state agricultural college logan utah
1957

moffett max W A study of the comparison of grade point averages of
seminary and non seminary students with iqoIQiao matchings at
carbon high school davis high school and ogden high school
from 195119561951 1956 unpublished masters thesis brigham young
university provo utah 1959

monson garth P A comparative study of the group guidance teaching
method and the traditional teaching method in the seminary
system unpublished masters thesis brigham young university
provo utah 1960

1954

ill11111.1iii
glenn john james A study of guidance opportunities and practices

in the seminary system of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints
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nelson harold so costs in the senior seminaries of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints unpublished masters
thesis brigham young university provo utah 1935

peterson harry donl A study to determine what instructional
materials were available in the seminaries of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints with recommendations
unpublished masters project brigham young university provoprove
utah 1960

reeder roy M an analysis and construction of a course of study
for teaching church history in the LDS seminaries unpublished
masters thesis utah state agricultural college logan utah
1957 0

rigby wendell M A saulystuly of the teachers in the senior seminaries
of the LDS church 1936371936 37 unpublished masters thesis
brigham young university provo utah 1939

salo ronald R A study for the establishment of an audiovisual
library in the latter day saint seminary program in southern
californiacallforniao unpublished masters thesis the university of
southern california los angeles 1954

sheffield shermanoshermanshernansherbanoSh Aermanoernano proposed system for the selection purchase
and distribution of supplies for the southern california
seminaries of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
unpublished masters project the university of southern
california los angeles 195401954

turner rodney A study of teacher selection in the seminary system
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints unpublished
doctoral dissertation the university of southern california
los angeles 19601960

tuttle A theodoreotheodore the released time education program of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saintssaintsosaintlo unpublished
masters thesis stanford university palo alto 1949

waite jean H A study of the reasons high school students enroll in
LDS seminaries unpublished masters thesis utah state
university logan utah 195819580
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APPENDIX B

A SAMPLE OF THE STUDENTS REPLIES TO THE QUESTION WHY ARE YOU NOT

PRESENTLY ENROLLEDENROLL IN SEMINARY the quoted statements below are taken
in their entirety and verbatumverbatimver andbatum all errors are as the students wrote
them

1 1I could not work seminary into my schedule
22 1I did not want to take the class

3 1I didnt get along with the teacherteacheroteacherytea

4

3chero

1I was not interested in the class

5 1I do not want to be there is the main reason but there are others

6 it is a boring class although I1 got good grades

7 1I got kicked out

80 because of conflict with the bishop and counselors of my ward I1
forgot about religion for awhile

90 1I decided I1 could work it in easier next year

10 the teacher didnt seem to care about the class

11 other conflicts came up which I1 felt needed attending to

12 1I couldnt fit it in and didnt like it to begin with

13 1I found that there was too much busy work which to me is not
needed

14 lack of credit in senior year

15 1I wanted to try another class

thirty six students made this comment

2six students made this comment

six students made this comment

113

8

9

fit

ithirty
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16 in my senior year the journal work weighted me down I1 found through

tests that my knowledge of the subject was just as great as that of
other students even though I1 didnt do much journal work I1 enjoyed
the learning then but the journal work seemed to make religion a
heavy thing I1 like to think of my religion as something to help
make my load lighter

because we didnt receive enough time to do our journal work
during class it necessitated taking more of my study time at home
which I1 needed for my four solid subjects as I1 am trying very hard
to get a scholarship to a good engineering school

17 tired of church

18 the teachers have too much to say about the word of wisdom and not
enough about the use of the gospel in the home or at anytime he
placed too much on the things we do wrong and not enough on how to
correct the problems

19 1I didnt see any use in taking it and was not interested at the time
but now I1 wish I1 would have taken it

20 its too much like a regular school class

21 1I didnt have time to include everything I1 wanted to take

22 it seemed like an easy class and I1 would not spend my time usefully

23 1I asked for seminary when I1 was a sophomore but didnt get it so
I1 took it when I1 was a junior but when I1 became a senior I1 couldnt
take seminary because I1 wouldnt have enough credits to graduate

24 1I signed up for seminary to learn more about the teachings of christ
not the word of wisdom I1 felt that the mormon church stressed too
much on the word of wisdom and not enough about christ 1

mormonscormons believe it is a far worse sin to have a cup of coffee
than to disobey the ten commandments this is wrong and should be
corrected I1 know I1 am not the only one who feels this way

25 there were other classes I1 wanted to take at the high school

26 1I felt that I1 could learn as much on my own at home and at church
as in seminary I1 like the study of religion but I1 felt that the
other classes in high school were more important for my college
career thats why I1 dropped outoutoauto

27 1I had to give the prayer and thought more than others

28 1I did not think I1 got the grade I1 deserved and I1 thought that this
grade counted on my scholastic grade average so I1 quit
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1I do not like religion 1 I1 dontdot know what to believe about any
church

3 1I wasnt particularly interested in ill
35 1I became absorbed in regular high school work thus losing interest

in seminary the teachers lesson plan remained constantly the same
no variety or interest challenged me

36 1I needed the credit and could not work church history into my

schedule

37 an accident necessitated a study class therefore I1 had to drop
seminary I1 plan to take it next year

115

29 1I wanted to take it badly but graduation from high school credits
were needed

30 the teacher would make us get up in front of the class even if you
didndian want totoo

31 1I dontdoni enjoy church

32 after school started they wouldnt change my schedule

33

didnt

34 it

astudyclass
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APPENDIX C

TO SOUTH CENTRAL UTAH DROPOUTSDROP

mantimantmantl

OUTS

utahi
march 25 1961

dear student
we are very much in need of your help we feel you are the kind of

a person who will give us your assistance
we need to know why some studentsstud registerints for seminary and then

dropoutdrop beforeout graduation we are sure that you know some reasons for
this and will help us by taking a few minutes of your time to answer
the below questionnaire be frank and honest in your answers and dodfiafi
not blansign your name

please fill this out today and mallmailmaiimali it in the enclosed self addressed
stamped envelope we appreciate the help that only you can give thank
you kindly

sincerely
s ROY F HATCH

mantimantmantl utah

questionnaire

I1 high school activities if more space is needed please use the back of
this paper

A which class ajat the high school have you enjoyed the most the past

years why

B which class at the high school have you enjoyed the least the past

few years why

C which class in seminary have you enjoyed the most

why

D which class in seminary have you enjoyed the least

why

116

i

h

h
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1I plan to register for seminary next year

2 1I could not get along with the teacher therefore I1 quit

enroenno ed semiseni

117

E are you presently active in athletics or any other extra-

curricular activities yes no if yes what are

they

F what are your hobbies or recreational activities

II11 church activity please check the blank which describes your church
activity
A how often do you attend sunday school sacrament meeting priesth-

ood meeting MIA regularly occasionally seldom
never

B how often did you attend sunday school sacrament meeting etc
while you were in seminary regularly occasionally
seldom never

C how often do you use tea coffee tobacco or alcohol
regularly occasionally seldom never

D please check the seminary classes you have taken if part of a
year please list what part such as 14 12 34 etc
old testament new testament church history

reasons for not being enrolled in seminary

A why are you not presently enrolled in seminary

B along with the above reasons or reason previously listed please
check any of the following that may applyap joply your situation if
the statement is true in your case please check yesyeb if n9tnptnet check
no

YES NO

seminary

3 my counselor or teacher suggested another class rather
than seminary

4 the teacher would not help me with the problems which I1 had

for

1
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reasons for not being enrolled in seminary continued

5 1I see little value in religious education at the present time

6 1I did not feel at home in the seminary class so I1 dropped
out

7 there are too many required classes which I1 had to take at
the high school

y
8 seminary was too routine and was not enough of a challenge

t

9 the teacher had mannerisms which were annoying rubbing his
face etc

10 1I did not work in the seminary class and was asked to leave

11 too much stress was placed on journal work which I1 disliked
v

12 the teacher talked too much and would not let us discuss
our problems

13 1I felt that other classes at the high school were more
important

14 1I did not learnleam much in seminary and lost interest there-
fore I1 quit

15 the teacher did not understand me and we could not get along

16 1I had a class conflict and could not work it into my schedule

17 the teacher was always telling us what not to do instead of
what to do

j

18 1I was forced into seminary and quit when the opportunity came
i

19- 1 find too much repetition between seminary sunday school
and MIA

20 the seminary teacher had poor discipline and too much time
was wasted

21 my parents discouraged me from registering for seminary

22 the teachers knowledge of the subject was lacking so I1
dropped seminary

IV

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 41 0 1.1 0 1 0 0 0

whenthe
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reasons for not being enrolled in seminarySemi continuednarynarvnany

23 if I1 would have done my part seminary would have been
enjoyable

24 if we had a seven period day I1 would take seminary

HOW COULD THE SEMINARY PROGRAM BE IMPROVED

YES NO

240
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APPENDIX D

questionnaire TO BISHOPS

1 name of student no of children in family

2 Is the student living with his or her parents yes no

if no explain

3 if male what office in the priesthood does this student hold

no priesthood deacon teacher priest

4 how often does this student attend sunday school sacrament meeting

priesthood meeting etc regularly occasionally seldom

never

5 to the best of your knowledge how often does this student have

coffee tea tobacco or alcohol regularly occasionally

seldom never

6 how would you rate this students attitude toward the church

excellent good fair poor

7 Is the father LDS yes no

8 what priesthood does the father hold no priesthood senior

aaronic elder seventy high priest

9 how often does the father attend sunday school sacrament meeting

and priesthood meeting regularly occasionally seldom

never

10 to the best of your knowledge how often does the father use tea

coffee tobacco or alcohol regularly occasionally

seldom never

11 how would you rate the fathers attitude toward the church

excellent good fair poor
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11
questionnaire to bishops continued

12 what church positions does the father hold

13 Is the mother LDS yes no

14 does the mother work outside of the home yes no

15 how often does the mother attend sunday school sacrament meeting

etc regularly occasionally seldom never

16 to the best of your knowledge how often does the mother use tea

coffee tobacco or alcohol regularly occasionally

seldom never

17 how would you rate the mothersmothernother attitude toward the church

excellent good fair poor

18 what church positions does the mother hold

19 were the studentstudents parents married in the temple yes no

if no by a bishop yes no by civil authority yes

no

20 if by a bishop or civil authority have they since been sealed in the

temple yes no

bish lontinuedl
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APPENDIX E

questionnaire TO BE COMPLETED BY PERSONAL INTERVIEW WITH HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

1 studentstudents name

2 addressaddre ss

3 present year in high school

4 marital status married single

5 health of this student good health fair health poor healthy

6 average attendance at high school excellent good fair
poor

7 high school standing high above average average

below average

8 average grade in high school

9 studentstudents IQ if available

10 studentstudents G score on GATB if available

11 citizenship mark you would give this student excellent good

fair poor

12 participates in athletics or extracurricular activities

regularly occasionally seldom never

13 age of student when he or she dropped seminary

from high school or seminary

1 average grade in seminaryseminar from high school or seminary

12 2

COMPLE

T

s

s

14

extra-curricular
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ABSTRACT

needmeed for the study

public educators are using dropoutdrop studiesout as a means of improv-

ing the curriculum and increasing the holding powerpover of the schools the

public educators are attempting to prepare man for life and the religious

educators are attempting to prepare man for eternity there have been

many studies concerning the public school dropoutsdrop butouts this is the

first one concerning seminary dropoutsdrop

purpose

outs

of the study

the purpose of this study has been to determine why some students

dropoutdrop ofout seminary before graduation after learning the reasons for

the students dropping out it is important that changes be made to increase

the enrollment and holding power of the seminary program

delimitationslimitationsDe of the study

this study included seminary dropoutsdrop inouts twelve of the seminaries

in the state of utah the students were enrolled in the adjacent high

school during the 1960611960 school61 year but were not enrolled in the sem-

inary there were 210 students in the study and all of them were sent

questionnaires of these 125 about 60 per cent were returned

method of research

A two page questionnaire was sent to the dropoutsdrop ofouts the twelve

seminaries in the study a questionnaire was also sent to the 76 bishops

of the dropoutsdrop theouts third questionnaire was completed by the use of

the permanent records at the adjacent high school and with the help of

for

f
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the school counselor or the high school principal

findings

1 the seminary dropoutsdrop hadouts a slightly loverlower grade point average

in high school and seminary than the average high school student

2 the seminary dropoutsdrop hadouts a mean IQ of 100 compared to

a mean IQ of 101 for seminary students in three high schools in the state

of utah two thirds of the dropoutsdrop hadouts an IQ of 95 or bettertetter there-

fore they dropped seminary for reasons other than the inability to do

the work

3 most of the reasons that were listed by the seminary drop-

outs for disliking a certain seminary class could be classified in one

of the following categories student teacher personality conflicts too

much repetition and poor teaching methods

4 the ten reasons most frequently checked by the students for

dropping seminary were the following

a I1 felt that other classes at the high school were more

important

b I1 had a class conflict and could not work seminary

into my schedule

c there were too many required classes which I1 had to

take at the high school

d I1 disliked the stress which was placed on journal work

e I1 would have taken seminary if we had had a seven period

day

f I1 did not learn much in seminary and lost interest there-

fore I1 quit

find

ff
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g I1 found too much repetition in seminarysemina sundayryo school

and mutual improvement association classes

h I1 see little value in religious education at the present

time

1 I1 plan to register for seminary next year

j seminary was too routine and it was not enough of a

challenge

recommendations

pi that teachers who appeal to boys be selected for the seminary

work because the boys tend to dropoutdrop ofout seminary more than girls

2 that the seminary journal be used as an aid to the students

rather than a burden to them too much time is being spent in preparing

a neat journal to please the teacher instead of a usable journal for the

student

3 that the department of education offer more courses in counsel-

ing and guidance which deal specifically with the seminary studentststudentsstuden

problems

tsT

and how to help the students solve them

4 that the possibilities of a seven period day be considered in

order to allow more students the opportunity of taking more elective clas-

ses at the high school

5 that more followupfollow studiesup be conducted in the seminary

system on seminary graduates and non graduates dropoutsdrop

6

outs

that a study be made to evaluate the seminary experience as

a preparation for missionary service this study would involve returned

missionaries who had taken seminary classes as well as those who had not

io
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